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SUBJECT: Discussion of Land Use Committee Recommendation Concerning Tree 

Preservation & Introduction of Ordinance #2022-O-20 as Recommended 
by the Land Use Committee 

 
MEETING DATE:  February 22, 2022 
 
FROM:   Michael Braiman, Village Manager 

     
See Attachment #3 
 

 
 
Update from February 8 Village Board Meeting 
At the February 8 Village Board meeting, the Land Use Committee’s (LUC) recommendations 
concerning tree preservation were presented for discussion. Based upon feedback from the 
public and questions from members of the Board, the following topics are presented for further 
discussion at the February 22 Village Board meeting. The topics identified for discussion 
include: 

• Administrative zoning review – Neighbor notification  
• Removal of Heritage Trees1 in the required side yards 
• Fee structure – Fee in lieu of tree replacements for Heritage Trees & for Heritage Trees 

within the buildable area of a property 
• Other considerations 

Administrative Zoning Review – Neighbor Notification 

The LUC recommended that Heritage Trees in the required yards (side, rear and front yards) 
require zoning review through the administrative review process to authorize their removal.  
 
The Village’s current administrative zoning process is utilized for a number of variations such 
as generators, small additions, etc. In this process, staff may conditionally approve the 
requested variation based upon the standards of review. Neighbors are then notified of the 
conditional approval and given the opportunity to object to these variations. When a neighbor 
objects to a conditionally approved variation, the applicant is required to bring the request to 
the Zoning Board of Appeals and Village Board. This component of the administrative process 

 
1 Heritage Trees as defined by the LUC recommendation are trees of the Oak and Hickory genus that are 10” DBH or 
greater or any tree that is 20” DBH or greater. 

BUDGET IMPACT: 

Land Use Committee 
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(neighbor’s ability to object after staff has determined the request has met the standards of 
review) has been identified as a primary concern from the development community. 
 
An alternative for the Board’s consideration is to provide neighbor notification at the outset of 
the administrative review process so the neighbor can provide feedback which staff can take 
into account when considering the application. Under this scenario, the administrative variation 
would be administered as follows: 
 

1. Application submitted by the property owner which includes: 
o Submittal of tree survey by the applicant’s certified arborist for substantial 

construction activities (demolition, new construction, large addition) 
o Affidavit that the neighbors have been notified of the application  

2. Review by Village staff which typically will include the Village Forester/Tree Preservation 
Officer, Plan Reviewer/Building Inspector and Director/Assistant Director of Community 
Development. The review includes: 

o Site visit to inspect the tree(s) and site conditions 
o Consideration of the building plans to determine whether there are reasonable 

construction alternatives which would preserve the tree(s) 
o Consideration of feedback from neighbors 

3. Approval of the request by staff which would authorize the tree removal or denial by staff 
which would then provide the applicant the opportunity to appeal the determination to 
the Zoning Board of Appeals 

Removal of Heritage Trees – Required Side Yards 

The LUC recommends that the removal of Heritage Trees in the required yards, including 
interior side yards, be subject to the variation process. 
 
Representatives of the local development community have expressed concerns regarding the 
impact of a variation process for the removal of Heritage Trees, specific to the interior side 
yards. In response to these concerns and to facilitate discussion at the February 22 meeting, 
staff has identified two alternatives to the current LUC proposal: 
 

1. Expand the definition of buildable area in the interior side yards to include the excavation 
zone for the foundation (3 feet encroachment into each side yard) on narrower lots 

a. Because the impact that construction has in a required interior side yard 
diminishes as the lot gets wider, staff is recommending that 60’ be the width at 
which the 3’ reduction in the width of the area of required interior side yard is 
phased out. 60’ and not 50’ was chosen because up until recently, that was the 
minimum single-family lot width in the Village and such a width does not provide 
much more flexibility in locating an addition or new house to save a tree than a 
50’ wide lot. Note: Staff recommends the Land Use Committee review the 
threshold of lot width in greater detail at a future date. 

b. Some representatives of the development community are requesting that the 3 
foot excavation area be extended to all lot widths. In discussions with 
representatives of the development community, there is a premium paid to 
purchase larger lots and the proposed limitation could impact their ability to 
improve such properties if the size of the house they were able to build was 
comparable to that of a much narrower property.  
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2. Delay implementation of zoning requirements for the removal of trees in interior side 
yards to collect data for the LUC’s review following the 2022 construction season 

a. Under this alternative, the Board could require a waiting period for an amount of 
time that would be sufficient to allow a property owner to engage with the Village 
to consider construction alternatives before a tree is removed  

To help inform the Board’s deliberations, members of the Village Board have asked how the 
standards of review would apply in the required yards and how the LUC’s recommendation 
compares to comparable communities. 

Standards of Review 
An applicant would be required to demonstrate a hardship or practical difficulty for relief to be 
granted administratively. Staff recommends the following standard related to hardship: 
 

A hardship or practical difficulty shall be assumed to be met if the existing tree 
coverage makes it impossible and/or impractical to construct a new principal structure, 
addition to an existing principal structure or garage in a size and configuration allowed 
by right on a lot of similar size. In order to prove that it is impossible and/or impractical 
to construct a new principal structure, addition to an existing principal structure or 
garage as outlined above, the applicant must show that no reasonable construction 
alternative is possible that would result in the saving of the tree. 

 
Based upon the above standard, staff is recommending that the administrative zoning process 
be limited to principal structures, additions to an existing principal structure or a garage. 
Accessory structures such as those intended for recreation (swimming pools, ice rinks, etc.) 
should be subject to the standard ZBA process in which the existing standards of review and 
hardship criteria would apply as they do to any other variation (this allows for a broader analysis 
of the impact of the tree removal).  

Comparable Communities 
Of the 9 communities studied as part of the LUC’s tree preservation review, Highland Park and 
Northbrook require zoning approval to remove trees in the required yards. While neither 
community provides for an administrative variation process as the LUC is proposing (the 
request goes directly to an appointed or elected board in each community), each has a more-
narrow definition of which trees would trigger the zoning process. 
 
Highland Park requires zoning approval for the removal of the following trees in the required 
yards: 
 

• Oaks (30"+ DBH) 
• American Elm (40"+ DBH) 

• Hickories (20"+ DBH) 
• Walnuts (30"+ DBH) 

 
Northbrook requires zoning approval for the removal of the following trees in the required yards 
(12”+ DBH) unless otherwise noted: 
 

• American Elm (36” DBH) 
• Basswood 
• Black Walnut 

• Maples (except Silver) 
• Oaks (8” DBH) 
• White Ash 
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• Buckeye 
• Gingko (make only) 
• Hickory (6” DBH) 
• Ironwood (6” DBH) 
• Kentucky Coffeetree 

• Bald Cypress 
• Cedars (single stem only) 
• Dawn Redwood 
• Fir Spruce 
• White Pine 

Fee structure – Fee in Lieu of Tree Replacements 

The LUC has recommended tree replacement requirements, for the removal of healthy trees, 
which can be found in the tables on page four. The requirements would not apply to any tree 
which is considered to be dead, dying, diseased, hazardous, or invasive. The Village Forester 
will conduct a tree assessment based on best management practices which designates a tree 
condition as: good, moderate or poor. If the tree is determined to be in poor condition, 
replacement requirements would typically be waived. If the tree is determined to be in moderate 
condition, the Forester will have the discretion to reduce the replacement/fee in lieu 
requirements.  
 
Some Board members have requested a discussion at the February 22 meeting regarding the 
proposed Heritage Fee replacement requirements: whether to reduce the proposed fee in lieu 
from $175/inch to a $125/inch which would be more consistent with the median fee in 
comparable communities. The following is intended to help inform that discussion. 

Protected Trees 
Size of  

Tree Removed 
Tree  

Replacements* 
Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement  

6 – 9” TBD in 2023 following 
data collection 

TBD in 2023 following 
data collection 

10 – 12” 2 $1,000 
13 – 16” 3 $1,500 
17 – 19” 4 $2,000 

 

Heritage Trees would be subject to the following replacement schedule: 

Heritage Trees 

Size of Tree 
Tree 

Replacements 
Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement  

10 – 19” (Oak and Hickory) Inch for Inch $125 per inch 

20”+ Inch for Inch $125 per inch 
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The following demonstrates the cost to remove a standard tree in each community: 

 10” DBH 15” DBH 20” DBH 30” DBH 40” DBH 
Winnetka 2,500 3,750 5,000 7,500 10,000 
Northbrook 1,000 1,500 2,000 3,000 4,000 
Lincolnshire 500 750 1,000 1,500 2,000 
Highland Park 600 600 600 600 600 
Kenilworth 2,000 3,000 8,000 12,000 16,000 
Median 1,000 1,500 2,000 3,000 4,000 
Wilmette – LUC Rec’d* 1,000 1,500 3,500** 5,250** 7,000** 
Wilmette – Alt. $125/inch* 1,000 1,500 2,500 3,750 5,000 
*Fee for trees under 20” DBH is calculated based upon the ‘Protected Tree’ table on page 4. 
**These fees are significantly greater than the median because the proposed definition of 
Heritage Trees captures more species (all trees 20”+ DBH) than the comparable communities. 

 
The following demonstrates the cost to remove an Oak tree which is often identified as a 
Heritage Tree: 

 10” DBH 15” DBH 20” DBH 30” DBH 40” DBH 
Winnetka 2,500 3,750 5,000 7,500 10,000 
Northbrook 1,500 2,250 3,000 7,500 10,000 
Lincolnshire 1,500 2,250 6,000 9,000 12,000 
Highland Park 1,350 1,350 1,350 2,400 2,400 
Kenilworth 2,000 3,000 8,000 12,000 16,000 
Median 1,500 2,250 5,000 7,500 10,000 
Wilmette – LUC Rec’d 1,750 2,625 3,500 5,250 7,000 
Wilmette – Alt. $125/inch 1,250 1,875 2,500 3,750 5,000 

 
Any revenues collected from fees paid in lieu of replacement would be deposited into a 
segregated account to be utilized for urban forest best management practices. This could 
include but is not limited to offsetting the cost of a new Village Forester/Tree Preservation 
Officer position which is necessary to administer the updated preservation policy, providing 
trees or low or no cost to residents for planting on private property (or another similar program 
to support private property tree plantings), enhancing the annual parkway tree planting program 
which could include full funding of the 50/50 tree planting cost share program, and public 
education regarding the value of trees and how to remove invasive species. 
 

Other Considerations 

Staff was asked to prepare a one-page summary of major ordinance provisions and a flow 
chart of how the policy will be implemented. This can be found in Attachments #2 and #3. 
 
Various components of the LUC’s recommendations which Board members have identified for 
further discussion include: 
 

• Whether to remove the requirement that a certified arborist must submit a tree permit 
application for the removal of Heritage Trees or when two or more trees each at least 
10” DBH are proposed to be removed 
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o The requirement that a certified arborist submit a tree survey and tree protection 
plan for development should remain 

• Whether to remove the neighbor notification requirement when multiple trees totaling 
20” DBH or greater are removed 

o The neighbor notification for removal of Heritage Trees would remain 
• A mandatory replanting requirement (for new construction only) when a site can 

accommodate replacement trees in order to help restore lost canopy 
o This would be consistent with the Village’s current canopy coverage ordinance 

and reduce the amount of fees in lieu which are collected which is consistent 
with the goal of reforestation rather than revenue generation 

• To provide the property owner an option to plant replacement trees offsite, as approved 
by the Village Forester 

• To move up the timing of the Land Use Committee’s review of the policy’s 
implementation from October 2023 to January 2023  

Next Steps in Process 
At the February 22 Village Board meeting, Staff will be introducing the tree preservation 
ordinance as recommended by the Land Use Committee (see Attachment #3). The above 
topics have been presented for further discussion and based upon Board direction at the 
February 22 meeting, the ordinance can be amended for adoption, or continued discussion, at 
the March 8 Village Board meeting.  
 
Communications Plan 
Once the Village Board finalizes updates to the tree preservation policy, staff will communicate 
the ordinance updates to residents, developers, architects, and tree removal companies. For 
communication to residents, the Village’s standard communication vehicles will be utilized 
which include: The Communicator, E-news, social media, and the website. In addition, staff will 
develop a two-sided handout that will be available at Village Hall and provided to individuals 
when they request a tree removal permit. Staff will be explicit in the residential communication 
that replacement requirements and zoning review do not apply to trees which are dead, dying, 
diseased, hazardous, or invasive.  
 
A more detailed communication will be shared with a comprehensive list of developers, 
architects, landscape architects, landscapers, and tree removal companies explaining the 
zoning process for the removal of healthy Heritage Trees and how the replacement 
requirements will apply to the removal of healthy trees. This communication will likely include 
a direct mailer/email to these impacted parties. 
 
Documents Attached 
1. One-page tree preservation policy summary 
2. Flow chart of proposed tree removal permit process 
3. Memo & Ordinance #2022-O-20 
4. Tree preservation memorandum from February 8, 2022 Village Board meeting and link to 
Land Use Committee meeting materials 
5. Communications from the public 
6. PowerPoint presentation for February 22, 2022 Village Board meeting 
 



Key Components of Tree Preservation Policy Under Consideration 

• A tree removal permit ($75 fee) will be required for the removal of any tree which is 6” in
diameter or greater

o Upon approval of the Village Forester, the fee will be waived for dead, dying,
diseased, hazardous, or invasive trees and none of the other requirements listed
below would apply

• To limit the number of unnecessary tree removals, and to replace tree canopy when trees
have to be removed, the following replacement requirements will apply when a healthy tree
is removed:

Protected Trees 
Size of 

Tree Removed 
Tree 

Replacements* 
Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement 

6 – 9” TBD in 2023 TBD in 2023 
10 – 12” 2 $1,000 
13 – 16” 3 $1,500 
17 – 19” 4 $2,000 

As an example, if a property owner was to remove a healthy 15” tree, they would have the option of 
planting three new trees on the property or pay a fee of $1,500 in lieu of new plantings. The same 
property owner could elect to plant one tree, thereby reducing the fee in lieu of planting by $500 
(based on the approximate cost for a new tree) for a total fee of $1,000. 

• Trees which have been identified as being particularly valuable, are considered Heritage
Trees, and their removal, when healthy, would be subject to the following replacements:

Heritage Trees 

Size of Tree 
Tree 

Replacements 
Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement 

10 – 19” (Oak and Hickory) Inch for Inch $175 per inch* 

20”+ Inch for Inch $175 per inch* 
*On February 22 the Village Board will discuss reducing this fee to $125 per inch

• For Heritage Trees, if the tree is located in the required front, rear or side yards of the
property (where a house cannot be built), a variation, with notice to neighboring properties
impacted by the tree removal, will be required to authorize removal of the tree

o The zoning process for new homes, garages and additions will be expedited,
meaning it will be initially conducted by Village staff and if the removal is authorized,
the property owner may remove the tree (above replacement requirements will apply)

o If the Village staff does not approve the variation, or for variations for recreational
purposes (such as swimming pools or ice rinks) the property owner may bring the
request to the Zoning Board of Appeals and Village Board

• To ensure compliance with the above provisions, penalties for the removal of a tree without
a permit will increase from $1,500 to a fine of up to $7,500

Attachment #1
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SUBJECT: Ordinance Adopting Changes to the Village’s Tree Preservation Policies 
 
MEETING DATE:  Ordinance Introduction - February 22, 2022 
   Ordinance Adoption – March 8, 2022 
 
FROM:   Michael Braiman, Village Manager 

     
$90,000- See Budget Impact Section 
 

 
 
Recommended Motion 
Move to introduce and subsequently adopt Ordinance No. 2022-O-20 Amending Regulations 
Regarding Trees. 

Background 
The Land Use Committee (LUC) of the Village Board held four public meetings from October 
to January to consider revisions to the Village’s tree preservation policies. The LUC’s 
recommendations were presented to the Village Board at its February 8, 2022 meeting and 
consideration of the proposals will continue at the Board’s February 22 and March 8 meetings. 

Discussion 
The key components of the proposed policy are discussed in detail in the cover memo to this 
attachment and in the agenda materials from the February 8, 2022 Village Board meeting (see 
Attachment #4). The Ordinance as presented is consistent with the policy recommendations of 
the LUC. The Ordinance may be amended between introduction and adoption at the direction 
of a majority of the Village Board. 

Budget Impact 
Based upon existing staff resources the recommended policy changes will necessitate a new 
Village Forester/Tree Preservation Officer position. The estimated cost of a new Forester is 
$120,000 (salary and benefits). This would have a net impact on the 2022 budget of $90,000 
as the newly created full-time code enforcement position, intended to focus on tree protection, 
would instead remain as part-time. 
 
Documents Attached 
1. Ordinance #2022-O-20 

BUDGET IMPACT: 

Land Use Committee 



ORDINANCE NO. 2022-O-20 
 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING REGULATIONS REGARDING TREES  
  (Chapter 29 – Tree Regulations) 

 
 

WHEREAS, the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois (“Village”), is a home rule 

municipal corporation as provided in Article VII, Section 6 of the 1970 Constitution of the State 

of Illinois and, pursuant to said constitutional authority, may exercise any power and perform any 

function pertaining to its government and affairs for the protection of the public health, safety, 

morals and welfare; and 

WHEREAS, the Village has reviewed and studied its regulations regarding trees on both 

public and private property and has determined that certain amendments regarding the Village’s 

current standards for tree preservation, tree protection and tree removals (hereinafter collectively 

referred to as “tree regulations”) are desired and doing so is in the best interests of the health, safety 

and welfare of the public; and 

WHEREAS, the Land Use Committee of the Village Board (“LUC”) has held four (4) public 

meetings regarding the tree regulations; and 

WHEREAS, the LUC after giving due and proper notice as required by law, held a public 

hearing on January 25, 2022, on the proposed amendments to the Village’s Zoning Code; and 

WHEREAS, the LUC, unanimously recommended certain changes to the Village Code in 

regard to tree regulations, which are reflected in this Ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, as stated above, the Village Board has determined that it is in the best interests 

of the health, safety and welfare of the public to create and amend the Village Code provisions for 

tree regulations.   
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF 

TRUSTEES of the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois: 

SECTION 1: The above recitals are incorporated in this ordinance as if fully set forth. 

SECTION 2: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended by creating 

Chapter 29, Tree Regulations so that Chapter 29, shall hereafter provide as follows: 

CHAPTER 29 TREE REGULATIONS 

ARTICLE I IN GENERAL 

Section 29-1 Policy and Purpose 

(a) Policy.  
 

While allowing for the reasonable improvement of land within the Village, it is the public 
policy of the Village to: 

 
(1) maintain and grow the tree canopy within the Village; 

(2) add to the tree population within the Village where possible,  

(3) maintain existing healthy trees within the Village, and  

(4) minimize the unnecessary removal of trees. 

(b) Purpose.  
 
 Purpose.  The preservation of existing trees and the planting of additional trees in the 

Village are intended to accomplish, where possible, the following objectives: 
 

(1) To preserve trees as an important public resource enhancing the quality of life and 
the general welfare of the Village and enhancing its unique character and physical, 
historical, and aesthetic environment; 

(2) To preserve the essential canopy and character throughout the community; 

(3) To enhance and preserve the air quality of the Village through the filtering effect of 
trees on air pollutants and replenishing the atmosphere with oxygen;  

(4) To reduce noise within the Village through the baffle and barrier effect of trees on 
the spread of noise; 

(5) To reduce topsoil erosion through the soil retention effect of tree roots; 
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(6) To absorb excess soil moisture, thereby moderating storm water runoff; 

(7) To provide habitat and food for birds and other wildlife, including the preservation 
and enhancement of nesting areas for birds and other wildlife, which in turn assist in 
the control of insects; 

(8) To reduce energy consumption through the wind break and shade effects of trees; and 

(9) To maintain and enhance property values throughout the Village by preserving and 
adding to the aesthetic quality of land. 

Section 29-2 Rules of Construction 

 All provisions of this Chapter shall prevail as to all matters and questions arising from the 
subject matter of this Chapter.  If there are any contradictory provisions, between another 
Chapter of the Village Code and this Chapter 29, the provisions of this Chapter, upon the 
subject matter of this Chapter shall apply.  

 
Section 29-3 Definitions  

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this chapter, shall have the meanings 
ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 

"Caliper" means the diameter of a tree as measured at a point six (6) inches above the existing 
grade at the base of the tree.  This point of measurement is used for measuring nursery stock 
and replacement trees. 

"Canopy" means the area occupied by the live leaves and branches of a tree. 

“Certified Arborist” means an arborist that has a valid International Society of Arboriculture 
certification. 

“Certified Arborist Review Certificate” or “Certificate” means a certificate provided and 
signed by a Certified Arborist that shall be filed with a Tree Removal Permit.  The certificate 
shall, in the professional opinion, based upon Best Management Practices of the International 
Society of Arboriculture, of the signing Certified Arborist identify, the location, size, species, 
condition and form of each tree, and the purpose of the removal for the tree sought to be 
removed as applied for in the Tree Removal Permit. 

“Critical Root Zone” means that circular area under a tree as determined by a one-foot radius 
for each one inch in DBH. 

“Damage” means any act that results in the death, likely death, loss in value, loss in aesthetic 
value, or substantial destruction of a tree, or causes the tree to become diseased or a hazard to 
persons or property, as determined by the Village Forester or his or her designee.  “Remove” 
or “Removal” of a tree shall be considered as “Damage” to a tree.  
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"DBH" or "diameter at breast height" means the diameter of the trunk of the tree measured in 
inches at a point four and one-half (4½) feet above the existing grade at the base of the tree.  
This point of measurement is used for measuring mature and established trees.   

"Director" means the Director of Community Development. 

“Fee in Lieu” means the fee to be paid for the removal of a Protected Tree or Heritage Tree.   

“Governmental Entity” means the United States Government, the State of Illinois, or any 
Political Subdivision of the State.   

“Heritage Tree” means any tree of the following genera or species or size:  

• All trees in the genus Quercus (Oaks) greater than or equal to 10" DBH; 

• All trees in the genus Carya (Hickory) greater than or equal to 10" DBH; or 

• All trees greater than or equal to 20" DBH. 

“Invasive Trees” shall be those trees as determined by the Director of Public Works & 
Engineering and provided for in a Village manual.  The list of Invasive Trees may be amended 
as necessary and as determined by the Director of Public Works & Engineering. 

“Neighbor Notification” means a notice, on a form provided by the Village, to be delivered to 
the required properties when certain trees are sought to be Removed.   

"Protected Tree" means any single trunk tree or any multi-stem tree with at least one stem, 
having a DBH of six (6) inches or more when located on private property, or a tree of any size 
when planted as a Replacement Tree 

“Remove” or “Removal” means the causing or accomplishing of the actual physical removal 
of a tree.  

"Replacement Tree" means a tree planted pursuant to the removal of a Protected Tree or 
Heritage Tree from the Village’s approved list of tree species. The list of approved tree species 
appropriate to be planted as a Replacement Tree, as well as the required size and maturity of 
the Replacement Tree sought to be planted, shall be provided for in a Village manual and may 
be amended as necessary and as determined by the Director of Public Works & Engineering. 

"Tree Protection Area" means the area within the Critical Root Zone of a tree. 

"Tree Protection Plan" means the plan prepared by a Certified Arborist as required by this 
Chapter. 

“Tree Removal Permit” means the permit required by this Chapter prior to the removal of a 
Protected Tree or a Heritage Tree. 
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“Tree Survey” means a graphic display of all existing trees upon the property and within fifteen 
(15) feet of the lot lines on an adjoining property, with a six-inch (6") DBH or greater and 
existing trees of any size located on the adjacent rights-of-way, which survey shall also contain 
the approximate outline of the Critical Root Zone of each and every tree located upon the 
subject property, within fifteen (15) feet of the lot lines, and the adjacent rights-of-way. The 
survey shall also identify the DBH and species of each tree, and an opinion, from a Certified 
Arborist, of the condition and form of each tree. 

“Yard” means the required open, unoccupied space on a lot, unobstructed from the ground to 
the sky, except for those encroachments allowed by Appendix A – Zoning Ordinance of the 
Village Code.  Yard size shall be determined by the yard regulations of the Zoning District as 
provided for in Appendix A of the Village Code, in which the property is located. 

ARTICLE II  TREE PRESERVATION  

Sec. 29 – XXX General Regulations. 

(a) Unlawful to Damage or Remove a Tree. 

It shall be unlawful for any person to Damage any tree within the Village.  It shall be 
unlawful for any person to Remove any tree within the Village, unless expressly authorized 
by this Chapter, without first obtaining a Tree Removal Permit from the Village.  Both the 
property owner and the agent of the property owner violating this Article shall be jointly 
liable. 

(b) Tree Removal Permits 

When a Tree Removal Permit is required by this Chapter or any other part of the Village 
Code, prior to the issuance of a Tree Removal Permit, an applicant shall: 

(1) submit the following information on an application form to be provided by the 
Village: 

a. The address of the property where the tree is to be removed; 
b. The name, phone number, and email address of the property owner where the 

tree is to be removed; 
c. The name, address, phone number and email address of the entity and/or 

individual that will be removing the tree;  
d. Provide a description of the:  

i. location of the tree to be removed which, in the opinion of the Director, 
may be required to be depicted upon a Plat of Survey or another document 
acceptable to the Director,  

ii. the DBH of the tree to be removed, and 
iii. a photographic documentation of the tree to be Removed. 

 
(2) pay the required Tree Removal Permit Fee of $75, which shall be in addition to the 

Fee in Lieu and any other fees or costs required by the Village; 
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(3) when required by this Article, shall pay the required Fee in Lieu, which shall be in 
addition to the Tree Removal Permit Fee and any other fees or costs required by the 
Village; and 

 
(4) when required by this Article, submit at the time the application is filed, a Certificate, 

a Tree Survey, and proof of Neighbor Notification. 
 

(c) Neighbor Notification 

When there is a requirement for Neighbor Notification, an applicant shall provide notice 
of the Removal to the property owners of the following properties: 

• any contiguous property; 
• the property or properties directly on the other side of the street; and  
• the property directly on the other side of the alley  
in the form to be provided by the village. Proof of said notice, by means of a signed affidavit 
form, shall be submitted at the time the application is filed.  Neighbor Notification shall be 
required in addition to any other notice required by the Appendix A - Zoning Ordinance of 
the Village Code.   

Neighbor Notification shall be provided at least five (5) business days prior to the removal 
of any trees.   

(d) Replacement Trees and Fee in Lieu  

When a Protected Tree or a Heritage Tree is Removed, the applicant shall either plant the 
required number of Replacement Trees, pay the Fee in Lieu, or a combination thereof as 
provided for below.   

(1) The following Table 1 shall be used to determine, based upon the size of the Protected 
Tree Removed, the required number of Replacement Trees to be planted on the 
property where the Protected Tree was Removed or the Fee in Lieu, or a combination 
thereof Any Fee in Lieu elected to be paid by the applicant shall be in addition to any 
other fees or costs charged by the Village 

TABLE 1 
Protected Trees 

Size of Tree Removed 
(DBH) 

Replacements Trees Fee in Lieu 

Greater or equal to 10” but 
less than 12” 

2 $1,000 

Greater or equal to 12” but 
less than 16” 

3 $1,500 

Greater or equal to 16” but 
less than 20” 

4 $2,000 

(2) Based upon the size of the Heritage Tree Removed, the applicant shall either plant 
the required Replacement Trees on the property where the Heritage Tree was 
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Removed as calculated by an inch for inch basis, or pay a Fee in Lieu in the amount 
of $175 per inch removed, or a combination thereof.  Any Fee in Lieu elected to be 
paid by the applicant shall be in addition to any other fees or costs charged by the 
Village. 

(3) The Director is authorized to reduce the number of required Replacement Trees and 
the Fee in Lieu as follows: 

a. upon the completion of a Best Management Practices - Tree Risk Assessment 
by the Village Forester; and 

b. the Village Forester has determined that the Protected Tree or the Heritage Tree 
to be removed is in a less than “good” condition. 
       

Sec. 29 – XXX  Tree Removal – General 

(a) Removal of Dead, Dying, Diseased, or Invasive Trees 

(1) The owner of any property within the Village shall promptly remove or caused to 
have removed any dead, dying, or diseased trees from their property. The owner of 
any property within the Village may remove an otherwise healthy Invasive Tree from 
their property.  

(2) The property owner or the property owner’s agent may not remove a Protected or a 
Heritage tree that is dead, dying, diseased, or invasive without first obtaining a Tree 
Removal Permit.  

(3) The Tree Removal Permit fee, the Replacement Tree requirements, and the Fee in 
Lieu of replacement shall not apply to the removal of any dead, dying, diseased tree 
or invasive. 

(4) The health and potential viability of a dead, dying or diseased tree shall be determined 
by the Village Forester prior to the Removal of any Protected Tree or Heritage tree.   

(5) If the dead, dying or diseased tree is a nuisance, the provisions of Chapter 16 shall 
also apply. 

(b) Removal of Protected and Heritage Trees  

 It shall be unlawful for anyone to remove or caused to have removed any Protected Tree 
or Heritage Tree from property within the Village except as provided in this Chapter.   

(c) Removal of Heritage Trees 

(1) The Removal of Heritage Trees located in the required Yard is prohibited.   

 This prohibition is subject to the Administrative Zoning Review (Section 30-5.6 of 
the Village Code) and as part of the application for such review, the applicant shall 
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provide the Certificate and the notice required for the Administrative Zoning Review 
process in lieu of Neighbor Notification. 

 A Heritage Tree located in the required Yard that is authorized to be removed as 
provided for in this Section may only be Removed upon the following: 

a. Submittal and approval of a Tree Removal Permit; 
b. All Replacement Trees have been planted, Fee in Lieu paid in full, or any 

combination thereof.   For those Replacement Trees that cannot be planted prior 
to removal of the Heritage Tree, the Director may provide for a schedule for the 
planting of the Replacement Trees.  
  

(2) A Heritage Tree located on a property that is not in the required Yard may only be 
Removed upon the following: 

a. Submittal and approval of a Tree Removal Permit; 
b. Submittal of a Certificate; 
c. Submittal of proof of Neighbor Notification; and 
d. All Replacement Trees have been planted, Fee in Lieu paid in full, or any 

combination thereof.   For those Replacement Trees that cannot be planted prior 
to removal of the Heritage Tree, the Director may provide for a schedule for the 
planting of the Replacement Trees. 
   

(d) Removal of Protected Trees 

(1) A Protected Tree located on a property may only be Removed upon the following: 

a. Submittal and approval of a Tree Removal Permit;  
b. Submittal of a Certificate when more than two or more Protected Trees are 

sought to be removed and at least two of the Protected Trees each have a 10” 
DBH or greater; and 

c. Submittal of proof of Neighbor Notification when more than two or more 
Protected Trees are sought to be removed and at least two of the Protected Trees 
each have a 10” DBH or greater; and 

d. All Replacement Trees have been planted, Fee in Lieu paid in full, or any 
combination thereof.  For those Replacement Trees that cannot be planted prior 
to removal of the Protected Tree, the Director may provide for a schedule for the 
planting of the Replacement Trees.   
 

(e) Removal of Trees without a Tree Removal Permit 

A tree may be removed without a Tree Removal Permit when the tree is not otherwise 
classified as a Protected Tree or as a Heritage Tree.     

 When the Removal of multiple trees result in the cumulative Removal of 20” of DBH or 
more, the owner of the property must provide Neighbor Notification at least five (5) 
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business days prior to the trees being Removed, in addition to any other requirements set 
forth in this Chapter.  

(f) Removal of Trees on Public Property and Right-of-Way 

A tree located on Village owned property or upon the right-of-way under the jurisdiction 
of the Village shall not be Removed by any individual or entity other than the Village, 
except as provided for in Chapter 20 of the Village Code.     

Sec. 29 – XXX  Penalty  

(a) Any person who violates any of the provisions of this Article, shall be guilty of a violation 
punishable by a fine of not less than $50.00 and not more than $7,500.00 for each offense. 
A separate offense shall be deemed committed for each day that an offense continues. 

(b) The fine imposed shall not include any fees or Fees in Lieu imposed in this Article, which 
shall be charged in addition and separate of any fine.   

(c) Any Damage or Removal of a tree located upon Village owned property or right-of-way 
under the jurisdiction of the Village, the value of the Damaged or Removed tree as 
determined by industry standard, plus the cost of the replacement of the tree of species and 
size as determined by the Village, shall be charged in addition and separate of any fine.     

(d) Exemption of other Governmental Entities 

(1) The provisions of this Article do not apply to any Governmental Entity removing a 
tree from their own property.   

(2) The provisions of this Chapter do not apply to the Village of Wilmette when the 
Village is removing a tree from Village owned property or right-of-way under the 
Village’s jurisdiction.   

ARTICLE III TREE PROTECTION 

Sec. 29-XXX. -  General regulation.  

Except as otherwise provided or as authorized by the Director, all trees located on private property 
and upon adjacent rights-of-way or public property, where construction work is occurring pursuant 
to a Building Permit or another permit issued by the Village, shall be protected from damage by 
means of the requirements stated herein.  Both the property owner and the agent of the property 
owner violating this Article shall be jointly liable. 

Sec. 29-XXX - Tree Protection Requirements.  

(a) All protected trees shall be protected with temporary fencing placed along the Tree 
Protection Area. The temporary fencing shall be made of plastic, wood or metal, and shall 
be secured with metal posts set no farther apart than three feet on center. Where the 
applicant of the permit has demonstrated to the Village that it is not reasonably practical to 
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install a temporary fence along the entire Tree Protection Area, the Director shall have the 
authority and discretion to modify the requirements stated herein, including requiring that 
a surface barrier such as mulch or plywood be placed on those areas unprotected by fencing.  

(b) Construction materials shall not be stored within the fenced Tree Protection Area and shall 
not be stored on the construction site so as to cause the natural drainage flow to be diverted 
toward the protected trees. 

(c) A Tree Survey and Tree Protection Plan shall be provided to the Director prior to the 
demolition of a structure, new construction of a structure, or construction of an addition on 
a structure which will result in an increase of 50 percent or more of lot coverage (as defined 
in Section 30-2.1.3 of Appendix A of this Code) on the property.   

(1) The Tree Protection Plan shall include an accurate depiction of: 

a. the location, species, DBH and Critical Root Zones of all protected trees on the 
subject property, adjacent rights-of-way, and within fifteen (15) feet of the lot 
lines; 

b. the location and type of protective fencing to be placed on the property and 
adjacent rights-of-way; 

c. the location of Critical Root Zone areas and the types and locations of protection 
to be provided to minimize damage to tree roots in such areas, such as wood 
chips and exterior plywood; 

d. a description of other required tree preservation procedures, such as root 
pruning, crown pruning, and the like; 

e. the location, shape, and spatial arrangement of all temporary and permanent 
driveways, parking areas, and temporary material storage sites and access ways; 
and 

f. the location of any new utility services, including water, sanitary sewer, storm 
sewer, gas, electric, telecommunications or any modification to existing utility 
services, that may impact existing private or public trees. 
 

(2) If a Grading and Drainage Plan is required by some other provision of this code, the 
Tree Protection Plan shall either be incorporated into the required Grading and 
Drainage Plan or the Tree Protection Plan shall depict the limits of land disturbing 
activities and the existing and proposed grading of the development, showing spot 
elevations and/or contour lines at one-foot intervals. 

 
(3) The Director may require the applicant to provide any additional information the 

Director deems necessary to determine whether the tree protection plan complies with 
the requirements and the stated policy and purpose of this Article. 

(d) Upon a showing of good cause by the property owner, the Director shall have the authority 
and discretion to modify the requirements stated herein. 

Sec. 29-XXX. - Notification to Adjacent Property Owners.  
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Prior to the issuance of any Building Permit for construction work which would change the 
footprint of the structure, the property owner shall provide written notice of the intended 
construction work, in a form to be provided by the Village, to any adjacent property owner 
whose property contains a tree within 15 feet of the property line. Proof of notice shall be the 
submission of an affidavit, signed by the property owner, stating that written notice has been 
served and received by all adjacent property owners. No Building Permit shall be issued until 
five (5) business days after receipt of notice by the adjacent property owners. 

Sec. 29-XXX. - Violations and Penalties.  

(a) It shall be unlawful for any person to remove, partially remove, or fail to maintain any tree 
protection required under this Article. 

(b) Any person who violates any of the provisions of this Article shall be guilty of a violation 
punishable by a fine of not less than $50.00 and not more than $750.00 for each offense. A 
separate offense shall be deemed committed for each day that an offense continues. 

SECTION 3: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

“Administration,” Article XLVI “Administrative Adjudication System” Subsection 2-1305(e)(3) 

“Table of Offenses and Fines” by inserting the new text shown in underlined bold type below in 

the manner and form shown below in Table of Offenses and Fines: 

TABLE 1 — Section 2-1305  

Code 
section  Offense  

Settlement 
Amount Paid 

Prior to 
Hearing Date  

Minimum 
Fine on 
Hearing 

Date  

Maximum Fine 
on Hearing Date  

Appearance 
Required  

Chapter 12 Miscellaneous Offenses  
Article II 

of 
Chapter 

29 

Tree Preservation 
(private property 

trees) 

 $50.00 $7,500.00 + the 
permit fees and 

Fees in Lieu  

Yes 

Article II 
of 

Chapter 
29 

Tree Preservation 
(Village owned  
trees or trees in 

right-of-way 
under the 
Village’s 

jurisdiction) 

 $50.00 $7,500.00 + the 
amount for the 
value of the tree 

and cost of 
replacement of 

the tree  

Yes 

Article 
III of 

Tree Protection  $50.00 $750.00 Yes 
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Chapter 
29 

 

SECTION 4: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Appendix 

A – Zoning Ordinance, Article 30-5, “Applications and Approval Processes,” Section 30-5.6(d) 

“Administrative Zoning Review,” by inserting such new text in the manner shown in underlined 

bold type below, so that said Section 30-5.6(d) shall hereafter provide as follows: 

(d) Qualifying Administrative Zoning Review Variations. The administrative zoning review 
process applies only to single-family detached dwellings and single-family detached 
dwelling accessory structures and only in the following instances, listed below. Any project 
that requires more than one (1) request for a variation where any one (1) of those variations 
is not listed below or requires a special use do not qualify for the administrative zoning 
review process. In such case, the project is subject to the variation or special use process, 
as described in this section.  

(1) For an addition into a required front yard or side yard adjoining a street that is in line 
with an existing non-conforming wall of a detached dwelling, or provides a greater 
setback that still requires relief, where the existing setback is within twenty percent 
(20%) of the minimum setback required.  

*** 

(17) For the installation of a swimming pool, spa or hot tub that is not within an enclosed 
building. 

(18) For the removal of a Heritage Tree, as defined in Chapter 29 of the Village Code, 
located in a required yard.   

(19) For a single-family principal structure, allowable encroachment on a single-
family principal structure or a single-family detached garage setback relief 
necessary to preserve a Heritage Tree as defined in Chapter 29 of the Village 
Code as follows: 

a. In a required front yard or side yard adjoining a street where the proposed 
principal or accessory structure setback is within twenty percent (20%) of 
the minimum setback required or 

b. In an interior side yard or rear yard where the proposed principal or 
accessory structure setback is within forty percent (40%) of the minimum 
setback required. 
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(20)  For the reduction of one full parking space as otherwise required by Section 30-
14.4.A.2 and Section 30-14.4.A.3 to preserve a Heritage Tree as defined in 
Chapter 29 of the Village Code.   

SECTION 5: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Appendix 

A – Zoning Ordinance, Article 30-5, “Applications and Approval Processes,” Section 30-5.6(f) 

“Administrative Zoning Review,” by inserting such new text in the manner shown in underlined 

bold type below, so that said Section 30-5.6(f) shall hereafter provide as follows: 

(f) Approval Standards. The following approval standards apply to administrative zoning 
reviews. Administrative zoning review approvals may only be granted when the applicable 
standards have been met.  

 
(1) Additions, Detached Garages, New or Expanded Openings, Roof Pitch, Impervious 

Coverage, Permitted Encroachments, Front Porches and Decks, Removal of a 
Heritage Tree, setback relief to preserve a Heritage Tree, reduction of a Parking 
Space to preserve a Heritage Tree. 

 
(A) The particular physical conditions, shape or surroundings of the property would 

impose upon the owner a practical difficulty or particular hardship, as opposed 
to a mere inconvenience, if the requirements of the Ordinance were strictly 
enforced. 

  
(B) The plight of the property owner was not created by the owner.  
 
(C) The difficulty or hardship resulting from the application of this Ordinance would 

prevent the owner from making a reasonable use of the property. However, the 
fact the property could be utilized more profitably with the variation than without 
the variation is not considered as grounds for granting the variation. 

  
(D) The proposed variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to 

adjacent property or otherwise injure other property or its use, will not 
substantially increase the danger of fire or otherwise endanger the public health, 
safety and welfare, and will not substantially diminish or impair property values 
within the neighborhood.  

 
(E) The variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood 

and will be consistent with the goals, objectives and policies set forth in the 
Comprehensive Plan.  

 
*** 
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SECTION 6: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 20, 

“Public Ways,” Article VII, “Trees and Shrubs on Public Property” by deleting text of said Article 

VII in the manner shown in strikethrough type below and inserting such new text in the manner 

shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Article VII shall hereafter provide as follows: 

Article VII.  Trees And Shrubs on Public Property Lawn Sprinklers 

Sec. 20-179. Placement prohibited; permit; removal. 
 

It is unlawful for any person to plant, maintain, remove or cut down any tree, bush or shrub 
in a public street, parkway or any public place without first obtaining a Right-of-Way 
Permit as provided in article I of this chapter. All trees and shrubs so planted shall be placed 
subject to the directions and approval of the Director of Engineering and Public Works. 

 
Reserved 

 
Sec. 20-180. Tree protection. 
 

(a) No person, firm, corporation, or utility company shall excavate any ditches, tunnels or 
trenches or construct any driveway, within the public right of way, without first obtaining 
a Right-of-Way Permit as provided in article I of this chapter. Tree protection measures 
may be required as a condition of obtaining the permit. 

 
(b) All trees on any public right of way near any excavation, construction of any structure, 
or street construction, repair or improvement, shall be protected by erecting a highly visible 
physical barrier around each tree so as to avoid all injury to the trunk, crown, and root areas 
of the tree; and all building material, dirt, soil, or other debris shall be kept outside a radius 
as specified by the Director of Engineering and Public Works from any tree on the public 
right-of-way. Protective barriers shall mean snow fencing or similar material, not single 
strand wire or plastic flagging. 

 
Reserved 

 
Sec. 20-181. Violations and Penalties. 
 

(a) It shall be a violation of this Code for any person or entity to damage or remove, or 
cause to be damaged or removed, a tree located on the parkway or other public property. 

 
(b) It shall be a violation of this Code for any person or entity to commence any work or 
construction in or near the parkway or other public property without the prior installation 
and maintenance of tree protection measures. 
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(c) Any person or entity who violates the provision of this section shall be fined as provided 
for in section 2-1305 of this Code. 

 
Reserved 

 
Sec. 20-182. Lawn sprinklers on the public right-of-way. 
 

It is unlawful for any person to install or maintain a lawn sprinkling or other irrigation 
system, whether wholly or partially underground, in the public right-of-way without having 
first applied for and received a Right-of-Way Permit, as provided in article I of this chapter. 
All water lines, sprinkler heads, and other appurtenances must be separated by no less than 
one foot from the public sidewalk, curb or any other public infrastructure. Any water lines 
crossing underneath the public sidewalk must be no less than one foot beneath the bottom 
of the public sidewalk. 
 

SECTION 7: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 8, 

“Housing and Building Regulations,” Article XII, “Tree Protection During Construction” by 

removing said Article in its entirety and replacing said Article and each Section contained therein 

with “Reserved.”   

SECTION 8: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 8, 

“Housing and Building Regulations,” Article V, “Regulation of Land Disturbing Activities,” 

Division 4, “Permit Application Procedures” by deleting text of said Division 4 in the manner 

shown in strikethrough type below and inserting such new text in the manner shown in underlined 

bold type below, so that said Division 4 shall hereafter provide as follows: 

DIVISION 4. – PERMIT APPLICATION PROCEDURES 

Sec. 8-208. - Information required.  

(a) No request for a Grading and Drainage Permit shall be reviewed until the following items 
have been submitted to the village: 

 
(1) Application form; 

(2) Permit fee; 

(3) If required, two copies of the proposed Site Grading and Drainage Plan; and 
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(4) Proof of notice to adjacent property owners. 

(b) For land-disturbing activities over one acre in area, the applicant must also obtain and 
satisfy the requirements of any applicable NPDES IEPA construction permit. 

Sec. 8-209. Grading and Drainage Permit application form. 

(a) The applicant shall submit the Grading and Drainage Permit application form supplied by 
the village and provide the following information:  
(1) Address and permanent index number (PIN) of the site;  

(2) Name, address and telephone number of the applicants;  

(3) Name, address and telephone number of all contractors, subcontractors or other 
persons performing the activities at the site;  

(4) Description and schematic depiction of the project; and  

(5) Signatures of the owners of the site.  

(b) In the case of projects requiring the Removal (as defined in Chapter 29) of a tree, the 
requirements of Chapter 29 must be shown to have been or will be met.  In the case of 
projects requiring a Grading and Drainage Permit under sections 8-176(2) and 16-176(4), 
which are also determined not to require a Site Grading and Drainage Plan under section 
8-210 but which will result in an increase of 50 percent or more of lot coverage (as defined 
in section 30-2.1.3 of appendix A of this Code) on the subject property, the Grading and 
Drainage Permit application shall be supplemented to disclose whether any tree or trees 
will be removed as part of the project that require a Tree Removal Permit pursuant to article 
IX of this chapter. If one or more such trees will be removed as part of the project, then the 
applicant shall also submit additional materials to show that either:  

 
(1) After the trees are removed, the property will have a minimum canopy coverage of 

at least 35 percent of the total lot area, as described in section 8-210(c)(2);  

(2) That the tree removed will be replaced with another tree of at least two inches caliper 
and also of the same Canopy Size Category as set out in the Species and Mature 
Canopy Area Table provided for in in section 8-210(c)(2);  

(3) The provisions of this subsection (b) shall apply only to projects not covered by the 
requirements of section 8-210.  

Sec. 8-210. Site Grading and Drainage Plan. 

(a) Application review. Upon submittal of a complete application form and Grading and 
Drainage Permit fee, the Village Engineer will determine whether a Site Grading and 
Drainage Plan will be necessary and, if so, the level of plan detail that will be required.  

(b) Plan detail. The Site Grading and Drainage Plan may include:  
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(1) Name, address and telephone number of the civil engineers responsible for the 
preparation of the Site Grading and Drainage Plan;  

(2) Legend;  

(3) Scale of drawing;  

(4) Site address;  

(5) Existing and proposed topography of the entire site taken at one-foot contour 
intervals;  

(6) Contour intervals that extend a minimum of 25 feet off-site, or sufficient enough to 
show on- and off-site drainage and spot elevations as may be appropriate;  

(7) Site property lines and all drainage and utility easements on, under or across thereto;  

(8) Location and representation of all existing natural drainage and run-off patterns, 
swales and flows, as well as manmade drainage facilities, and all proposed natural 
and manmade drainage facilities, including all surface and subsurface drainage 
devices, walls, cribbing and dams on or within 50 feet of the site;  

(9) Delineation of the drainage area and the drainage area served by all existing and 
proposed downspouts, footing drains and sump pump discharges, and the disposition 
of discharge therefrom;  

(10) Location of the proposed areas of excavation, fill, storage and disposal of earth 
materials, including the method of soil protection such as seeding, burlap, or hay 
bales;  

(11) A Tree Survey and Tree Protection Plan as defined in Chapter 29 of the Village 
Code; and the location and identification of all other existing and proposed 
vegetation;  Location and identification of existing vegetation, proposed vegetation 
to be placed on the site, and vegetation to be removed from the site, specifically 
including the location, species and size in diameter breast height (DBH) stated in 
inches and measured at 4½ feet above the existing grade at the base of every existing 
tree located on the subject property;  

(12) Location of any existing and proposed buildings and structures, including top of 
foundation, garage slab, and elevations of proposed finished grade at all significant 
points around the proposed building or structure, including window wells, patios and 
swimming pools;  

(13) Impervious surface area calculation;  

(14) Delineation of the measures that will be used to control surface erosion and run-off 
from the site after all buildings, structures and permanent improvements have been 
erected on the site;  

(15) Elevation and descriptions of the benchmark utilized for the Site Grading and 
Drainage Plan. The FEMA datum should be used for all properties located either 
entirely or partially in the regulatory floodplain;  
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(16) Three to five representative cross-sections for each side yard between another 
residence. Cross-sections shall extend between the top of foundation (T/F) of the 
proposed residence to the T/F of the existing residence;  

(17) Locations of all manholes, utility structures, fire hydrants, street lights, curbs, 
sidewalks, transformers, junction boxes and pads/pedestals located in the public 
right-of-way, or in any easements on the subject property;  

(18) To the extent the Site Grading and Drainage Plan includes a connection to a village 
storm sewer, provide the size and location of all sanitary and storm sewers, water 
mains, and open ditches located in the public right-of-way or in any easement. The 
rim and invert elevation shall be provided for all storm and sanitary structures within 
or near the vicinity of the subject property. The direction of flow for all storm and 
sanitary sewers and open ditches must also be provided, as well as the methods to be 
used to protect them;  

(19) Location of stone haul road;  

(20) Certification. Certification that the proposed project will not result in drainage, 
erosion or run-off which adversely impacts adjacent properties or public rights-of-
way; and  

(21) Location of soil storage.  

(c) Submittal of Site Grading and Drainage Plan. (1) The Site Grading and Drainage Plan 
shall be prepared and stamped by a licensed Professional Engineer, and drawn to a scale of 
one inch equals 20 feet. The plan shall be submitted on paper measuring 11 inches by 17 
inches. With the prior approval of the Village Engineer, for certain large or multi-parcel 
projects, the plan may be on paper measuring 24 inches by 36 inches. Two copies of the 
Site Grading and Drainage Plan shall be submitted to the Village Engineer.  

(2) If the Site Grading and Drainage Plan is submitted in connection with demolition or 
construction of a principal building or structure on a lot zoned R, R1 or R2, then the 
Site Grading and Drainage Plan shall additionally show that, upon completion of the 
permitted work, the site will meet the minimum canopy coverage requirement of this 
subsection.  

a. The minimum canopy coverage shall be no less than 35 percent of the total lot 
area. For the purposes of this section, the term "canopy coverage" means the 
percentage of the total lot area of the subject property, expressed in square feet, 
covered or delimited by the drip line of:  
1. All existing trees on the subject property proposed to be retained, and for 

which the applicant will provide such tree protection as is necessary to 
protect and retain said trees;  

2. All existing trees on adjacent property or adjacent public right-of-way 
whose canopies extend into total lot area of the subject property;  

3. All proposed new trees to be planted on the subject property, projected at 
maturity, in accordance with the Species and Mature Canopy Area Table. If 
the permit applicant intends to satisfy the canopy coverage requirements of 
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this section by planting trees of a species not referenced in the Species and 
Mature Canopy Area Table, then the projected mature canopy coverage 
shall be as reasonably determined by the Village Engineer. All new trees 
planted under this subsection shall be credited toward the required 
minimum canopy coverage based on 100 percent of their projected canopy 
at maturity, regardless of whether that projected canopy at maturity would 
extend over adjoining property;  

4. For the purposes of this section, the term "total lot area" shall not include 
any portion of the lot subject to public right-of-way, utility easements or 
right-of-way, vehicular easements or pedestrian easements;  

5. For the purposes of this section, the Species and Mature Canopy Area Table 
shall consist of a reference table published, and amended from time to time, 
by the village and approved by Resolution of the President and Board of 
Trustees, said table to set forth descriptions of various species and cultivars 
of trees, their mature canopy area, canopy size category, and such other data 
as may be necessary and appropriate under the provisions of this section.  

b. In calculating the canopy coverage of the subject property, each tree on the 
subject property that will be retained under subsection (c)(2)a.1 of this section 
shall have its canopy coverage multiplied by 1.5 if such tree is one of the 
following species and of the size indicated in diameter breast height (DBH):  

Species (all cultivars) Minimum Size (in DBH) 
Oak  24 inches  
Hickory  16 inches  
American Elm  30 inches  

 
e. If the minimum tree coverage requirement set forth in this subsection (c)(2) is to 

be accomplished, in whole or in part through the planting of new trees, then the 
Site Grading and Drainage Plan shall show the location, species and size of such 
new trees as are reasonably approved by the village.  

f. If the minimum tree coverage requirement set forth in this subsection (c)(2) is to 
be accomplished, in whole or in part, through the preservation of existing trees 
on the subject property, then the Site Grading and Drainage Plan shall show the 
location, species and size of each such tree and the protection measures that shall 
be installed and maintained throughout the course of construction in order to 
prevent damage to the tree or compaction of its Critical Root Zone, in 
conformance with the requirements of article XII of this chapter.  

g. If the Site Grading and Drainage Plan identifies any trees on adjacent property 
or public right-of-way the canopy coverage of which extends over the subject 
property as described in subsection (c)(2)a.2 of this section, then the Site 
Grading and Drainage Plan shall show the location, species and size of each such 
tree and the protection measures that shall be installed and maintained 
throughout the course of construction in order to prevent damage to the tree or 
compaction of its Critical Root Zone, in conformance with the requirements of 
article XII of this chapter.  
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(d) Notice to adjacent property owners. The applicant shall provide notice of the land-
disturbing activities to any adjacent property owner, in the form to be provided by the 
village. Proof of said notice, by means of a signed affidavit form, shall be submitted at the 
time the application is filed. No Building Permit shall be issued until five (5) business 
days after receipt of notice by the adjacent property owners.  This notice shall be in 
addition to or made in conjunction with any Neighbor Notification requirements 
provided for in Chapter 29. 

(e) Submission of additional data. 

(1) The Village Engineer shall review all documentation submitted pursuant to this 
section and, if deemed necessary to evaluate potential adverse consequences from the 
proposed land-disturbing activity, the Village Engineer has the authority to request 
additional data, clarification or correction of data already submitted, and the authority 
to require additional or alternate measures based upon site conditions.  

(2) Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Village Engineer may require 
the applicant to submit additional information concerning excavation plans proposed 
methods and techniques for same, as will enable the Village Engineer to determine 
whether the proposed land disturbing activity will adversely impact existing trees 
proposed to be retained on the subject property under the Site Grading and Drainage 
Plan, or will adversely impact existing trees on adjacent property.  The Village 
Engineer may require a Tree Survey or Tree Protection Plan as defined in 
Chapter 29 of the Village Code to be submitted.   

(3) In addition to the Tree Protection and Tree Removal requirements of Chapter 
29 of the Village Code, Tthe Village Engineer may impose reasonable conditions 
on, or modifications to, the methods or techniques of any proposed excavation, 
trenching, foundation construction or other land disturbing activities in order to 
prevent or mitigate such adverse impact on trees, and any such restrictions shall be 
incorporated into the requirements of the Grading and Drainage Permit. Such 
conditions may include, but are not limited to, prohibiting excessive over-digging, 
requiring shoring, requiring directional boring instead of open trenching, or 
prescribing the methods of excavation, trenching or directional boring.  

Sec. 8-211. Stormwater Management Plan. 

(a) The applicant shall also submit a separate plan labeled Stormwater Management Plan 
which identifies the methods to be used to control run-off, erosion, sedimentation and 
drainage expected to occur while the project is ongoing, and before final grading, that may 
adversely impact adjacent properties or public rights-of-way. The Stormwater 
Management Plan shall also include:  

(1) Detail regarding the intended interim on-site storage, placement, fill and disposal of 
earth materials; and  

(2) A specific plan to eliminate the adverse impacts from stormwater runoff, including, 
but not limited to, interim soil stabilization devices and proposed measures for 
erosion and sedimentation control for all times during construction work and 
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specifically during demolition; between completion of demolition and the 
commencement of construction work; and continuing through the construction work, 
until final grading. All such proposed measures shall be based upon the standards and 
requirements contained in the latest edition of the Illinois Urban Manual, compiled 
by the IEPA and Department of Agriculture.  

(b) Final grading. To the extent the Village Engineer determines that the proposed final 
grade, land contour or drainage pattern may, upon project completion, adversely impact 
adjacent properties or public rights-of-way, the Site Grading and Drainage Plan shall 
also include:  

(1) Data regarding the classification, distribution, strength and erodability of 
existing soils;  

(2) Data regarding the nature, distribution, strength and erodability of earth 
materials, if any are to be placed on the site;  

(3) Level of water table;  

(4) Plans for permanent soil stabilization upon project completion;  

(5) Design criteria for corrective measures, when necessary; and  

(6) An alternate proposal for final grading that will eliminate the identified adverse 
impacts.  

(c) As-graded. Upon final completion of the work, the Village Engineer may require an as-
graded plan which would include the following:  

(1) Approved Site Grading and Drainage Plan;  

(2) Ground surface elevations;  

(3) As-graded ground surface elevations;  

(4) Lot drainage patterns;  

(5) Locations and elevations of all surface and subsurface drainage facilities;  

(6) Tree Survey as defined in Chapter 29 of the Village Code. Location, species 
and size in DBH of each existing tree retained on the subject property and each 
new tree proposed to be added to the subject property.  

Sec. 8-212. Grading and Drainage Permit fees. 

All Grading and Drainage Permit fees shall be in an amount provided in section 8-106(a).  

SECTION 9:   Codifier’s Authority.  The Village’s codifier is authorized and hereby 

directed, to adjust section and paragraph numbering as may be necessary to render this ordinance 

consistent with the numbering of the Village Code. 
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SECTION 10: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage 

and approval as required by law. 

PASSED by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, on the 

8th day of March 2022 according to the following roll call vote: 

AYES: None._________________________________________________________   __  _  
 
NAYS:        None._________________________________________________________   __  _ 
 
ABSTAIN: None.______________________________________________________   ___  ___ 
 
ABSENT:   None._________________________________________________________   __  _ 
 
 
            
     Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
 

APPROVED by the President of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, this 8th day of March 2022. 

    

     President of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
ATTEST: 
 
 
Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
 
 

Published in Pamphlet Form on March 9, 2022 
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SUBJECT: Report on Tree Preservation 

MEETING DATE: February 8, 2022 

FROM:  Land Use Committee of the Village Board 

See Budget Impact Section 

Introduction 
The Land Use Committee of the Village Board, working with the Village Manager’s Office and 
Village Foresters, has extensively reviewed the Village’s tree preservation policies and has 
determined that the Village’s current preservation policies are not adequate to protect the 
Village’s existing tree canopy.  

A series of recommended changes to the tree preservation policies will be presented at the 
February 8, 2022 Village Board meeting and are discussed in detail below. Following the 
presentation and discussion by the Village Board, an ordinance(s) is tentatively scheduled to 
be introduced at the February 22, 2022 Village Board meeting with adoption on March 8, 2022. 

Background 
The Land Use Committee reviewed tree preservation and tree protection policies, both of which 
are discussed below. For reference, the term tree protection is focused on preventing damage 
to trees during construction whereas tree preservation is focused on preventing and/or limiting 
the removal of healthy trees. 

Existing Preservation Regulations 

The Village’s Tree Canopy Ordinance was implemented in 2007 following a review by the Land 
Use Committee. The Canopy Coverage Ordinance requires 35% of a property be covered by 
tree canopy when development occurs. Development is defined as the construction or 
demolition of a principal structure or qualifying additions which includes both a) increase the 
structure footprint (lot coverage) by 50% or more, and b) are removing a tree which is 10” or 
greater in diameter. 

When the requirements are triggered, 35% of the property must be covered by the tree canopy: 

BUDGET IMPACT: 

Land Use Committee
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• Trees from the property in question as well as from the public right-of-way and 
neighboring properties count toward the 35% canopy requirement; the health/condition 
of the trees are not taken into account when calculating existing canopy coverage. 

• Existing Oak (24”+), Hickory (16”+), and American Elm (30”+) species are recognized 
for their value and such trees receive a bonus multiplier of 1.5x when calculating existing 
canopy coverage conditions. 

• If the property is unable to meet the 35% canopy coverage requirements with existing 
trees, new trees must be planted onsite which are projected, at maturity, to provide 35% 
canopy coverage.  

Because many single-family lots in the Village are 50’ wide by 150’ deep which equates to a 
total lot area of 7,500 square feet, 35% canopy coverage equates to 2,625 square feet. Given 
these calculations, properties which do not meet the minimum 35% coverage requirement can 
comply by planting one shade tree, no matter how many trees are removed from the property. 

Tree Preservation Goals 

In its discussions, the LUC identified the following as goals of a tree preservation policy: 
• Minimize the number of unnecessary removals when trees are removed; 
• Ensure sufficient replacement trees are planted to maintain and/or grow the 

community’s tree canopy over time; 
• A policy which is: 

o simple and easy to understand; 
o enforceable;  
o reasonable for the property owner; and 
o focused on reforestation and not revenue generation 

Measuring the Existing Regulations Against Policy Goals 

In considering whether the Village’s existing tree canopy regulations meet the goals identified 
above, the LUC reviewed tree removal data from 2019 construction projects and solicited 
feedback from residents and the development community. Based on the following analysis and 
data, the LUC determined that modifications to the canopy coverage ordinance are necessary.  
The Village has data for 26 residential construction projects in 2019 which triggered the canopy 
requirements: 

• 64 trees 10” or greater in DBH were removed, totaling 1,306” DBH1 
o 27 of the 64 trees removed (42%) were at least 20” in diameter and considered 

to be large, mature shade trees 
• 21 new trees were planted, totaling 42” DBH at time of planting 
• 14 of the 26 projects did not have to plant new trees because the property met the 35% 

canopy threshold 
o 12 of the 14 projects were able to remove trees and still meet the 35% canopy 

threshold without having to plant new trees 
 The other 2 projects did not remove any trees and existing trees met the 

35% canopy threshold thereby no new plantings were required 

 
1 "DBH" or "diameter at breast height" means the diameter of the trunk of the tree measured in inches at a 
point four and one-half (4 1/2) feet above the existing grade at the base of the tree. 
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In addition to the above quantitative analysis, the following qualitative analysis was reviewed: 

Question Answer Explanation 

Are unnecessary removals 
minimized? No 

This question is difficult to answer but 
compared to other preservation policies, there 
are no mechanisms to disincentivize, to limit, 
or to prevent certain removals and the policy 
is only applicable during development 

Are tree replacements 
sufficient? No 

For 2019, of the 26 projects reviewed for 
canopy coverage, 43 more trees were 
removed than planted with a net a loss of 
1,264” DBH; further, due to construction 
impacts newly planted trees struggle to reach 
maturity 
*Additional detail can be found above. 

Is the policy simple and 
easy to understand? No 

The policy is complex due to the calculations 
required to determine existing coverage and 
projections on how new trees will mature 

Is the policy enforceable? Limited 

While the Village Staff is able to adequately 
enforce the policy, the failure to account for 
the condition of trees that apply toward the 
35% coverage minimum as well as the ability 
to remove those trees at any time limits the 
effectiveness of the enforcement 

Is the policy considered 
reasonable? Yes/No 

Stakeholder sessions with developers 
indicated the policy was considered 
reasonable while feedback from residents 
who participated in the LUC’s review 
indicated that the policy did not reasonably 
protect trees 

 
Determining the Appropriate Policy  

Once the LUC determined that the existing regulations were not sufficiently preserving the 
Village’s tree canopy, the Committee discussed whether amendments to the Tree Canopy 
Ordinance could adequately improve the policy or if a completely new tree policy concept was 
needed. 
 
To assist the Committee in this review, tree preservation policies from the following 
communities, with similar tree canopies, were reviewed: 

• Glenview • Highland Park 
• Kenilworth • Northbrook 
• Lake Forest • Lincolnshire 
• Winnetka  

 
In general, the tree preservation policies in these communities are similar to one another. 
Unlike the Village’s existing tree canopy regulations, the above municipalities have what is 
commonly referred to as an “inch-for-inch” tree preservation policy. Under an inch-for-inch 
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policy, replacement trees, or fees in lieu of replacement trees, are required for the removal of 
healthy private property trees. Each of the above communities allow for the removal of trees 
that are dead/dying/diseased/hazardous without requiring any replacement trees or fees in lieu 
of replacement. Some ordinances allow the municipality to prohibit the removal of private 
property trees in certain circumstances, albeit such denials are rare (typically pertaining to the 
requested removal of large, healthy, desirable trees) and always include an appeal process 
which goes through a commission, zoning board and/or elected governing body.  
 
This inch-for-inch policy approach meets the Chicago Region Trees Initiative’s 
(http://chicagorti.org/) Gold Standard for tree preservation because it protects trees outside the 
development process (the Village’s current policy does not meet this standard as it is only 
triggered by development). The Gold Standard is recommended for consideration in the 
Village’s Sustainability Plan. 
 
Discussion  
After reviewing tree preservation policies, the LUC determined that an inch-for-inch policy, 
similar to comparable communities, would best protect the Village’s tree canopy. The following 
will discuss the most significant policy recommendations which include: 

• Tree removal permits 
• Tree protection 
• Tree preservation which includes: 

o Additional protections for highly desirable trees, referred to as ‘Heritage Trees’ 
o Replacement requirements when a tree is removed 
o Fees in lieu of replacement requirements  

• Penalties for non-compliance 
• Zoning incentives 
• Other miscellaneous changes 

 

Tree Removal Permits 

The LUC recommends a tree removal permit for any tree which is 6” DBH or greater. This is a 
change from existing requirements which triggers a permit at 10” DBH. Other recommendations 
include:  

• A tree removal permit fee of $75 (current fee is $29) which is aligned with the 
administrative costs to review and process the permit. 

• The permit fee would be in addition to any replacement/fee in lieu requirements. 
• The permit fee would be waived for trees which are dead, dying, hazardous, or 

considered an invasive species (consistent with current practice). 
• Trees will be defined as having at least one trunk which is 6” DBH or greater. 

o The intent of this definition is to ensure that smaller multi-stem shrublike trees 
and certain ornamental trees are not considered protected as the LUC’s primary 
goal is to preserve medium and large-sized shade trees.  

• The tree removal permit application will need to be submitted by a certified arborist for 
the removal of two or more trees which are 10” or greater DBH or the removal of any 
Heritage Tree (defined below). 

The 6” threshold for tree removal permits is based upon the recommendation of the Village 
Foresters, as well as the Chicago Region Tree Initiative, and is discussed in further detail in 

http://chicagorti.org/
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the attached LUC agenda materials. In summary, it takes approximately 8 – 10 years for a 
newly planted tree to reach 6” DBH and during that the time, significant energy and resources 
have been devoted to preserving the tree and the loss of such trees would have a noticeable 
impact on the landscape. 
 

Based upon the above permitting recommendations, as well as the recommendations 
discussed in greater detail below, tree removal permits which are currently approved “over-the-
counter” will now require a site visit from the Village Forester thereby extending the timeframe 
to issue a removal permit. 
 

Tree Protection 

Successful tree preservation policies also focus on ensuring that trees are properly protected 
during construction. While the Village Foresters have indicated that existing Village Code 
requirements are appropriate to protect trees during construction, reductions in staffing levels 
since the Great Recession have prevented the Village from effectively enforcing these 
regulations. The 2022 Budget includes funds to ensure the proactive enforcement of tree 
protection policies. 
 
The Village Code requires tree protection measures for work which results in a change to the 
footprint of the structure(s) which includes: 

• Demolition and new construction  
• Additions  
• Construction of new accessory structures (detached garage, swimming pool, etc.) 

Currently, permit applicants are required to submit a tree inventory of the site and identify 
protected trees (10” diameter and greater) as part of the Canopy Coverage Ordinance. The 
tree inventory may or may not be performed by a certified arborist and includes the tree 
species, size, and location. Tree health and risk assessments are not included. During 
construction, the Village Code requires that a tree’s critical root zone be identified and properly 
protected (typically with fencing) throughout the course of construction. 

To improve the survivability of trees during construction, the LUC is recommending, consistent 
with best practices, that a certified arborist submit a tree survey and tree protection plan for 
any residential demolition, new construction or large addition. The tree protection measures 
are to be inspected proactively throughout construction to ensure compliance. 
 
The LUC intends to further review tree protection requirements to determine whether extending 
such measures to other types of construction projects is appropriate. A detailed memorandum 
concerning existing and recommended tree protection measures from the Village Foresters is 
included in the attached LUC materials. 

Tree Preservation (Replacement Policies) 

Given the analysis conducted by the LUC which found that the existing tree canopy policy is 
not serving to deter the removal of large, mature trees nor sufficiently replenishing tree canopy 
loss, the LUC is recommending a significant change in the manner in which trees must be 
replaced when they are removed. 
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The LUC has identified two categories of trees which will trigger replacement requirements: 
 
Protected Trees 
Protected trees are trees which have at least one trunk 6” DBH or greater and are in a condition 
which does not warrant their immediate removal. 
 
Heritage Trees 
The Committee is recommending additional protections for trees determined to be Heritage 
Trees. Heritage Trees, based upon recommendations from the Village Foresters, are defined 
as: 

• Oak genus (9 species) of 10” DBH or greater 
• Hickory genus (2 species) of 10” DBH or greater 
• Any tree 20” DBH or greater 

Oak and Hickory genera were specifically selected because: 

• They are native to Wilmette. 
• There is a large population of Oaks in Wilmette of which many are large, multi-

generational trees which provide significant ecological benefits.  
• Hickory trees have an incredibly slow growth rate, are difficult to find for new plantings 

and provide benefits to wildlife.  
o Finding any hickory tree of stature in the Wilmette landscape would equate to a 

super generational tree. 

Trees which are 20” DBH or larger are on average approximately 40 years old and thus can be 
considered a generational asset that will remain with the property as ownership changes and 
thus additional protections are warranted. 
 
Tree Replacement Requirements 
The LUC is recommending that any healthy tree 6” DBH or greater which is removed be 
replaced with new trees on the subject property or a fee paid in lieu of new tree plantings. 
Because the LUC’s goal is to deter the unnecessary removal of trees and not to generate 
revenue, the fees in lieu have been calculated based upon the approximate cost to plant a new 
2.5” DBH tree (estimated at $500). 

The LUC is recommending that the removal of Protected Trees be subject to the following 
replacement schedule: 

Protected Trees 
Size of  

Tree Removed 
Tree  

Replacements* 
Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement  

(per tree removed) 
6 – 9” TBD in 2023 following 

data collection 
TBD in 2023 following 

data collection 
10 – 12” 2 $1,000 
13 – 16” 3 $1,500 
17 – 19” 4 $2,000 
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*Replacements trees will need to be 2.5” DBH at planting 
 
As an example, if a property owner was to remove a healthy 15” tree, they would have the 
option of planting three new trees on the property (selected from a tree planting list curated by 
the Village Foresters) or pay a fee of $1,500 in lieu of new plantings. The same property owner 
could elect to plant one tree, thereby reducing the fee in lieu of planting by $500 (based on the 
approximate cost for a new tree) for a total fee of $1,000. 

Heritage Trees would be subject to the following replacement schedule: 

Heritage Trees 

Size of Tree 
Tree 

Replacements 

Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement  

(per tree removed) 
10 – 19” (Oak and Hickory) Inch for Inch $175 per inch 

20”+ Inch for Inch $175 per inch 
 
For reference, the cost to remove a Heritage Tree would be as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this scenario, a property owner could choose to reduce the fee by planting new trees on the 
property. For example, if  a 15” Oak tree is removed, the property owner could plant two new 
trees totaling 5” DBH (2.5” per new tree) which would reduce the fee by $875 (5” x $175); the 
total fee in lieu of replacement would then be $1,750. 

In addition to the replacement requirements for Heritage Trees, the following additional 
protections are proposed: 

• Prohibiting removals in the required yards, subject to a variation process 
• Neighbor notification 

 
 

Size of Tree 
Removed 

 
Tree 

Replacements 

 
Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement  

(per tree removed) 
10” 10” (4 trees) $1,750 

15” 15” (6 trees) $2,625 

20” 20” (8 trees) $3,500 

25” 25” (10 trees) $4,375 

30” 30” (12 trees) $5,250 

35” 35” (14 trees) $6,125 

40” 40” (16 trees) $7,000 
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Required Yards 
The LUC recommends prohibiting the removal of Heritage Trees in the required yards as 
defined by the Zoning Code (front, side and rear). Property owners may submit a variation 
request for removal of such trees. No such prohibition would exist within the buildable area of 
the lot as the policy is intended to balance the value of trees to the community with private 
property rights and the desire for continued reinvestment in the Village’s aging housing stock. 
The replacement requirements outlined above would apply to any tree removal, whether in the 
required yards or in the buildable area. 
 
As part of the variation process, and consistent with a number of other minor zoning variations, 
an administrative variation process is recommended which would provide staff the ability 
to conduct an individualized assessment of the property in order to authorize removals in the 
required yards for certain construction hardships (examples: the proximity of the tree to the 
over dig for new foundations or if a tree is located in the middle of a 50 foot wide lot in the 
required front yard which does not have alley access).  
 
As part of the administrative review, the Village would notify neighbors (directly across the 
street, behind and next door) if Village staff conditionally approves the tree removal. If a 
neighbor objects to the variation (tree removal), the application is considered denied. If the 
applicant wishes to pursue the request, they may then apply to the Zoning Board of Appeals 
(ZBA). 
 
If Village Staff does not authorize the removal, the property owner may seek approval from the 
Zoning Board of Appeals with final authority resting with the Village Board. In such scenarios, 
the standard 250’ notification requirements for variances would apply. 
 
Neighbor Notification 
To address concerns from residents who have experienced large tree removals without 
notification for adjacent properties, and to provide neighbors an opportunity to engage in a 
dialogue to preserve trees, the LUC is recommending neighbor notification prior to the following 
tree removals: 

• Heritage Trees anywhere on a property. 
• When multiple trees totaling 20” DBH or more will be removed. 

o For example: the removal of two 10” DBH trees or one 6” DBH and one 14” DBH 
tree. 

 
The notification would be sent by the applicant to the property directly across the street, the 
property directly behind and the two properties on each side of the subject property. 
 
Penalties 

To ensure compliance with the proposed tree preservation policies, the LUC is recommending 
the following penalties: 

• Increasing the maximum fine for removal of a private property tree without a permit from 
$1,500 to a fine of up to $7,500. 

o This is consistent with the fine structure for the removal of parkway trees without 
a permit. 
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• Escalating fines for contractors who repeatedly violate provisions of the tree 
preservation/protection ordinance.  

• Implement fines for failing to plant replacement trees when required and late fees when 
a fee in lieu of plantings is not made on time. 

 
Current penalties for the improper removal of parkway trees (up to $7,500) and violations of 
tree protection standards (up to $750 per day the violation persists) were considered sufficient. 
 
As with the vast majority of fines in the Village Code, the Corporation Counsel would have the 
ability to settle matters for amounts less than the maximum fine or proceed to administrative 
adjudication at which the administrative judge would issue a fine or broker a settlement. 

Zoning Incentives 

At the outset of the LUC’s review, Village Staff held virtual meetings with local developers, 
architects and landscapers. Based on feedback received from these meetings, it was 
determined that the Village’s Zoning Ordinance may inadvertently discourage the preservation 
of trees in certain circumstances. To encourage the preservation of trees during single-family 
residential development, the LUC is recommending an expansion of the variations which 
qualify for expedited administrative review when a protected tree can be preserved. The 
expedited process would reduce the time it takes to go through the variation process from 50 
to 25 days. Qualifying projects would include: 

• Required rear yard setbacks 
• Required interior side yard setback 
• Side yard adjoining a street setback requirement 
• Front yard setback requirement 
• Requirement for two enclosed parking spaces 

The LUC held a Public Hearing on these amendments on January 25, 2022. An ordinance 
amending the Zoning Code to incentivize tree preservation during construction will be 
introduced at the February 22, 2022 Village Board meeting. 

Other Miscellaneous Items 

The above is a high-level summary of the LUC’s recommendations. A number of other 
important changes are also recommended which include but are not limited to: 

• Consolidate all tree-related components of the Village Code into one, easy to find and 
understand section. 

• The creation of a segregated tree account in which replacement fees will be deposited 
to be utilized for urban forest best management practices. 

o This may include providing trees at no or reduced cost for plantings on private 
property, particularly when a homeowner has removed a dead, hazardous or 
invasive tree. 

• Required reporting to the LUC by October 2023 to review the implementation of the 
revised tree preservation and protection policies. 

• An Administrative Tree Manual will be created which will include a list of acceptable 
replacement trees, how replacement requirements for trees which are in decline but do 
not require immediate removal will be assessed, best practice for new tree plantings, list 
of species considered to be invasive, etc.  
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• Enhanced public education efforts to inform residents of the new tree policies and to 
communicate the value trees provide to the community. 

New Village Forester/Tree Preservation Officer Position 
To adequately implement the above policy revisions, Village Staff with the concurrence of the 
LUC, recommends creating a new Village Forester/Tree Preservation Officer position which 
will be responsible for administering the revised tree preservation and tree protection policies. 
 
Per industry best practices, incorporating oversight from a professional arborist throughout all 
phases of development, including, planning, design, pre-construction, construction, 
landscaping, and post construction is critical to the success of the LUC’s recommendations. 
Each phase provides equal opportunity for input/oversight which collectively plays an integral 
role in tree preservation.  
 
To that end, the new position would be assigned to the Community Development Department 
and would be responsible for processing all tree removal permits, including site visits and fee 
waivers when applicable, reviewing construction plans for compliance with tree preservation 
and protection policies, engaging with developers and Community Development plan review 
staff to identify creative alternatives to preserve trees, working with property owners on the 
selection of new trees, and proactively enforcing tree protection standards throughout 
construction. 
 
Budget Impact 
Based upon existing staff resources and feedback from comparable communities, the 
recommended policy changes, including the proactive enforcement of tree protection 
standards, will necessitate a new Village Forester position.  
 
The estimated cost of a new Forester is $120,000 (salary and benefits). This would have a net 
impact on the 2022 budget of $90,000 as the newly created full-time code enforcement position, 
intended to focus on tree protection, would instead remain as part-time. 
 
Based upon 2019 construction projects which triggered the Canopy Coverage Ordinance, the 
proposed fee schedule would have generated approximately $170,000 in revenue (assuming 
all projects paid the fee in lieu of replacement). The funds generated from the fees in lieu of 
replacement may be used to offset the cost of the new Village Forester position.  
 
Documents Attached 
1. PowerPoint Presentation for February 8, 2022 Village Board meeting 

2. Agenda materials from the Land Use Committee’s review: https://www.wilmette.com/wpfb-

file/consolidated-tree-preservation-materials-pdf/  

https://www.wilmette.com/wpfb-file/consolidated-tree-preservation-materials-pdf/
https://www.wilmette.com/wpfb-file/consolidated-tree-preservation-materials-pdf/


Tree Preservation
FEBRUARY 8, 2022

PRESENTATION OF LAND USE COMMITTEE 
RECOMMENDATIONS



What was the Purpose of the LUC Review?
◦Trees provide enormous value to the community through 
environmental benefits, quality of life & essential character 

◦Per the Chicago Region Trees Initiative (2010 study), the value 
of all trees in Wilmette is $1.75M plus $3.4M in carbon storage
◦ 80% of Wilmette’s tree canopy is on private property

• Energy Savings • Greenhouse Gas
• Air Quality • Stormwater
• Social, economic, and communal



What was the Purpose of the LUC Review?
◦Ensure sufficient policies are in place to preserve the Village’s 
urban canopy and essential character 

◦This includes adequate environmental protections while 
balancing policies against private property rights and the desire 
for continued re-investment in the Village’s housing stock



Committee Review Process
◦ October 21

◦ Reviewed Wilmette specific tree data and policies
◦ Reviewed policies in similar communities
◦ Solicited public feedback (at all meetings)

◦ November 16
◦ Determined preferred policy approach (inch-for-inch)

◦ December 15
◦ Considered tree preservation policy details

◦ January 25 
◦ Finalized policy recommendations
◦ Held a public hearing regarding zoning amendments



LUC’s Goals of Tree Preservation Policy
◦Minimize the number of unnecessary removals

◦Ensure sufficient replacement requirements when trees 
are removed in order to maintain/grow the community’s 
tree canopy 
◦ Focus on reforestation not revenue generation

◦General policy goals:
◦ Simple and easy to understand
◦ Enforceable
◦ Reasonable



Existing Regulations



Tree Removal Permits
◦Fee of $29 per removal for a tree which is 10” or 
greater in diameter at breast height (DBH)

◦Maximum penalty for removal without a permit is 
$1,500

◦There are no required inspections and permits can be 
issued “over-the-counter”
◦Foresters will inspect (at request of applicant) to determine 
if the tree is diseased/dying in order to waive the permit fee



Tree Canopy Coverage Requirements
◦Implemented in 2007 to preserve the Village’s 
existing tree canopy
◦Is limited to projects involving:
◦Demolition
◦New construction
◦Additions which increase lot coverage by 50% or more 
and are removing a tree which requires a tree permit



Tree Canopy Coverage Requirements
◦When applicable, 35% of the property must be covered by 
tree canopy:
◦ Trees on the public ROW and adjacent properties may count 
toward the coverage requirement

◦ Existing Oak (24”+), Hickory (16”+) and American Elm (30”+) 
receive a bonus coverage multiplier of 1.5x

◦ If the property is unable to meet the 35% coverage with existing 
trees, new trees must be planted onsite which, at maturity, 
would provide 35% canopy
◦ On a typical 7,500 square foot lot this is often accomplished 

by planting one shade tree



2019 Canopy Coverage Data
26 projects were reviewed:
Tree Removals
• 64 trees 10” or greater in DBH removed
• 1,306” DBH removed

Tree Plantings
• 21 new trees planted, totaling 42” DBH planted
• 14 of 26 projects did not plant new trees

• 12 of 14 removed a tree but did not have to replant

Summary of Tree Loss
43 more trees removed 

than planted

1,264” DBH more 
removed than planted



Tree Canopy Ordinance Analysis

Question
Existing 
Policy

Are unnecessary removals minimized? No

Are tree replacements sufficient? No

Is the policy simple to understand? No

Is the policy enforceable? Limited

Is the policy considered reasonable? Varies

The LUC determined 
the canopy coverage 

approach was not 
sufficient to protect the 

Village’s tree canopy



Tree Protection
◦ Tree protection is required for the following land-disturbing projects:

◦ Demolition and new construction
◦ Additions
◦ New accessory structures

◦ Not required for exact replacement of driveways, sidewalks, decks, 
patios, etc.

◦ Trees on the parkway must be protected as well as trees on adjacent 
properties which are being applied to meet the 35% canopy coverage 
requirement

◦ Tree protection includes temporary fencing installed along the critical 
root zone



Tree Protection
◦ Village Foresters work directly with contractors during the permitting 

process to:
◦ Identify the trees to be protected
◦ Verify construction access point
◦ Installation of tree protection fencing

◦ Village staff does not conduct follow-up tree protection compliance 
inspections during the course of construction

◦ For projects which do not trigger mandatory tree protection, the Village 
Code requires construction sites to be maintained in good, clean and 
safe condition
◦ Trees may not be damaged during the course of construction and the Village 

may issue fines and stop work orders for damage to private property trees



Penalties
◦Removal of a tree without a permit
◦Parkway tree: Up to $7,500
◦Private tree: Up to $1,500

◦Violation of tree protection measures
◦Up to $750 each day the violation persists



Policy Recommendations



Policy Recommendations
◦Tree removal permits
◦Tree protection
◦Prevent damage to existing trees during construction

◦Tree preservation
◦Prevent or limit unnecessary tree removals

◦Penalties
◦Zoning incentives
◦Miscellaneous



Tree Removal Permits
◦A tree removal permit fee of $75 
◦ Waived for trees which are dead, dying, hazardous, or 
considered an invasive species 

◦ Permits no longer approved over-the-counter

◦Trees will be defined as having at least one trunk which is 6” 
DBH or greater 

◦The tree removal permit application will need to be 
submitted by a certified arborist for the removal of two or 
more trees which are 10” or greater DBH or the removal of 
any Heritage Tree



Tree Protection
◦The Land Use Committee intends to continue its 
review of tree protection measures

◦Recommendations made thus far:
◦Tree survey and protection plan must be submitted by a 
certified arborist for demolition, new construction, large 
additions
◦Proactive enforcement of tree protection measures 
during construction



Tree Preservation
◦Inch-for-inch replacement policy for the removal of 
any healthy tree 6” DBH or greater

◦This policy is common in nearby communities and 
meets the Chicago Region Tree Initiative’s Gold 
Standard
◦ This standard is recommended for consideration in the Village’s 

Sustainability Plan



Tree Preservation
◦Protected Trees
◦Trees which have at least one trunk 6” DBH of greater

◦Heritage Trees
◦Oak genus 10” DBH or greater (9 species)
◦Hickory genus 10” DBH or greater (2 species)
◦Any tree 20” DBH or greater



Tree Preservation- Replacements
Protected Trees

Size of 
Tree Removed

Tree 
Replacements

Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement 

6 – 9” TBD in 2023 following 
data collection

TBD in 2023 following 
data collection

10 – 12” 2 $1,000
13 – 16” 3 $1,500
17 – 19” 4 $2,000

Example: Remove a healthy 15” tree
• Plant three new trees or pay a fee of $1,500 in lieu of new plantings; or
• Plant one tree, reducing the fee in lieu of planting by $500 for a total fee of $1,000; or
• Plant two trees, reducing the fee by $1,000 for a total fee of $500



Tree Preservation- Replacements

Heritage Trees

Size of Tree 
Removed

Tree 
Replacements

Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement 

10 – 19” 
(Oak and Hickory) Inch for Inch $175 per inch

20”+ Inch for Inch $175 per inch

Size of 
Tree 

Removed

Tree 
Replacements

Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement 

10” 10” (4 trees) $1,750

15” 15” (6 trees) $2,625

20” 20” (8 trees) $3,500

25” 25” (10 trees) $4,375

30” 30” (12 trees) $5,250

35” 35” (14 trees) $6,125

40” 40” (16 trees) $7,000



Tree Preservation- Heritage Trees
◦ Removal of Heritage Trees is prohibited in the required yards

◦ Subject to the administrative variation process
◦ Requires neighbor notification 
◦ Across the street, next door, directly behind

◦ If a neighbor objects to the variation, it is denied and the 
applicant can appeal to the ZBA

◦Neighbor notification
◦ Removal of any Heritage Tree anywhere on the property 
◦ When multiple trees are removed totaling 20” + DBH



Penalties
◦Increase the fine for removal of a private 
property tree without a permit from up to $1,500 
to up to $7,500 

◦Implement fines for failure to plant replacement 
trees

◦Implement late fees for failure to pay the fee in 
lieu of planting on time



Zoning Incentives
◦Feedback from developers indicated existing 
regulations may inadvertently lead to tree removals

◦The LUC held a public hearing and is recommending 
administrative (expedited) variations for certain 
projects when a tree can be preserved:
◦Required rear yard setback 
◦Required interior side yard setback 
◦Side yard adjoining a street setback requirement 
◦Front yard setback requirement 
◦Requirement for two enclosed parking spaces



Other Considerations
◦Consolidate regulations into one section in Village Code

◦New revenue to be used for best management practices
◦ Example: Provide trees to residents at low or no cost

◦Reporting to the LUC by October 2023

◦Administrative tree manual

◦Enhanced public education



Budget Impacts
◦New Village Forester/Tree Preservation Officer position 
is recommended
◦Estimated cost of $120,000; $90,000 impact to 2022 Budget

◦Based upon 2019 construction projects which triggered 
the Canopy Coverage Ordinance, the recommended fee 
schedule would have generated approximately $170,000 
in revenue to be dedicated to forestry best practices
◦Assumes all projects paid the fee in lieu of replacement



Next Steps –Tentative
Goal is to finalize policy before spring construction season (April)

◦ February 8
◦ Present LUC report to the Village Board & solicit feedback

◦ February 22
◦ Introduce ordinances amending the Village Code

◦ March 8
◦ Adopt ordinances amending the Village Code
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Norwood, Karen

From: michael grady 
Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 6:21 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Strengthening Wilmette's Tree Ordinance(s)

VB; 
I support strengthening the Village's tree ordinance(s).  
We should do all that we can, within reason, to save our trees ( and all trees).  
Also, we should require that trees that are removed should be replaced  ‐tree for tree. 
I was told, a number of years ago, by a resident of Highland Park, that HP has such an ordinance. 
To me, that seemed like a wonderful concept. 

Michael Grady (Wilmette Resident) 

Attachment #5
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Norwood, Karen

From: Andrew R 
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 4:11 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Please support a tree ordinance

I encourage the village board to enact strong tree ordinances now.  I live next to a developer who has leveled all trees 
from his property (and others he has developed), and it is this ungoverned behavior that lets him destroy the natural 
environment that makes Wilmette such a beautiful place to live, work and play.  It also costly storm water overflows due 
to the lack of healthy root systems to absorb the water.  We need to protect our trees in public AND private lands 
here.  This also means banning leafblowers ‐ a quality of life disaster and an environmental catastrophe. 
 
Please help us keep what remains of our old growth trees and encourage all Wilmette residents to save the trees they 
have, plant more and cultivate an appreciation for our natural environment.  Thank you, 
 
Andrew Reinbold 
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Norwood, Karen

From: John Andersen 
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 4:13 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Tree Ordinance

Please advance a tree ordinance that prioritizes native species planting by the village, park district, and residents for the 
multiple benefits native species provide, and please incorporate a robust landscape master plan within the village's 
forthcoming town master planning process.  Thank you. John Andersen   
 

Greenleaf Communities, NFP – Applied Research for a Healthy and Sustainable World 
Chicago, Illinois USA | www.greenleafcommunities.org  

John A. Andersen, Jr. President | Email: jandersen@greenleafcommunities.org | Cell: 312.953.2114 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the original message.  
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Norwood, Karen

From: Martha Hellander 
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 4:57 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Letter to Village Board re Tree Ordinance on agenda tonight

 

Date: February 8, 2022 
To: Wilmette Village Board 
From: Martha Hellander and Lawrence Christiano   

Dear Board Members,  

We support a robust tree ordinance to preserve and protect Wilmette’s large trees.  

We have lived in Wilmette for thirty years. On the two properties we own, we have two beautiful large 
American elms, a huge majestic silver maple, an old cottonwood, and other large trees. Property owners 
who remove healthy, mature trees should be required to replace them and the benefits lost. The 
ordinance should also require that trees be protected during construction when many trees are damaged. 
Without these requirements, our tree canopy will decline, and we will lose the significant stormwater and 
carbon-storing benefits trees offer the whole community. Many nearby towns have robust ordinances 
with these requirements. We would like to see Wilmette adopt an ordinance more in line with these 
towns and take the strong measures necessary to protect our urban tree canopy.  

Preserving and protecting our canopy is not a luxury but a necessity. Thank you, 
Martha Hellander and Lawrence Christiano  
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Norwood, Karen

From: Cindy Fey 
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 5:27 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Tree Protection

Dear Wilmette Village Board, 
 
In the 18 years that my family has lived in Wilmette, I have seen countless mature and healthy oaks cut down for new 
construction or convenience. I, like many residents, want a strong tree ordinance to protect Wilmette's urban tree 
canopy. I support all the work the Village staff and the Land Use Committee has put in to improve Wilmette's tree 
ordinance.  
 
Sincerely, 
Cynthia Fey 
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Norwood, Karen

From: Carolyn Lvoff 
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 6:20 PM
To: Comment, Public; Dodd, Kathy; Kennedy, Gina; Barrow, Peter
Subject: February 8th Village Board Meeting _ Tree Ordinance

Good Evening Wilmette Village Board of Trustees: 
  
Thank you for all of your hard work and everything you do for the Wilmette residents.  
 
We're writing to let you know that we believe a robust tree ordinance is necessary to preserve and 
protect Wilmette’s large trees. Property owners who remove healthy, mature trees should be required 
to replace them and the benefits lost. The ordinance should also require that trees be protected during 
construction when many trees are damaged. Without these requirements, our tree canopy will decline, 
and we will lose the significant stormwater and carbon-storing benefits trees offer the whole 
community. Many nearby towns have robust ordinances with these requirements. Our family would 
like to see Wilmette adopt an ordinance more in line with these towns and take the strong measures 
necessary to protect our urban tree canopy. A well-thought-out tree ordinance will ensure that our 
urban tree canopy is going to give us the benefits that our community needs, while making living in 
Wilmette more sustainable and climate friendly.   
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Sincerely, 
The Lvoff Family 
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Norwood, Karen

From: Sheetal Shah 
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 6:27 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Tree ordinance

Just wanted to send a note that I am a resident of Wilmette and support a stronger tree ordinance.  
 
The trees we have in Wilmette are priceless and we need to do all that we can to protect them.  They not 
only absorb stormwater, store carbon (mitigating climate change), reduce air and noise pollution, and provide 
cooling shade (reducing energy costs). Trees also provide food and shelter for beneficial insects and birds. 
 
Let's remember those benefits and keep these in mind for future generations. 
 
Thanks, 
Sheetal 
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Norwood, Karen

From: Ann Zoghlin 
Sent: Tuesday, February 8, 2022 6:39 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: The village owned "Triangle" at Park Ave and Oakwood

We have lived in Wilmette for over 30 years. Our first home ( rental ) was a small farm house at 1452 Wilmette Avenue. 
that backed up to Mckenzie school. It was torn down to build a large duplex and massive garage. No trees were saves . 
  Our current home of 24 years is 406  Park Ave, near Oakwood...a restored 1910 brick and stucco craftsman that sits on 
an interesting lot with a triangular shaped "bonus area" in front :  
AKA "The Triangle ". During my time here, I have enjoyed gardening and taking care of the trees, not only on my 
property, but this  area owned by the village . In the last few years I have watched 11 trees die in and directly around 
this triangle. To date, 3 trees have been replaced .The dense canopy I once knew is gone.. No more cool shade.  The heat 
is noticeable. 
 Aprox, 4 years ago, the house south of us was torn down. Its back yard was forest‐like  ,with a dozen or so trees and a 
massive old oak. The wildlife was diverse and incredible. All these trees were taken down in order to build a new 
home.  Only one small ornamental tree was planted in the backyard post construction. Unfortunately, after 
construction, 3 large trees died on this southern boarder and I paid to have them cut down. 
 
Soon, the house North of us will come down. The same contractor will most likely cut down more old growth trees in 
front and in back, in order to build another multimillion dollar home. The 100 plus year old heathy Oak tree that 
straddles our property, will most likely die when its roots get cut for a new foundation. It will cost us several thousands 
to take it down.  
It is my hope that the village will review the current rules in place, and start making contractors and homeowners 1. 
Save Oaks whenever possible 2. Charge higher costs to cut down older trees  
3. Allocate tree permit money to a dedicated tree fund to replant 4. Mandate replacing trees when construction is 
finished.  
  Wilmette needs these trees, and the benefits and beauty they give us ! 
Thank you for  letting us talk about this important issue.  
Sincerely  
Ann Zoghlin 
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Norwood, Karen

From: michael grady 
Sent: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 6:21 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Strengthening Wilmette's Tree Ordinance(s)

VB; 
I support strengthening the Village's tree ordinance(s).  
We should do all that we can, within reason, to save our trees ( and all trees).  
Also, we should require that trees that are removed should be replaced  ‐tree for tree. 
I was told, a number of years ago, by a resident of Highland Park, that HP has such an ordinance. 
To me, that seemed like a wonderful concept. 
 
Michael Grady (Wilmette Resident) 
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Norwood, Karen

From: Edward Zieserl 
Sent: Saturday, February 12, 2022 7:40 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Tree Ordinance

ppPlease support a village ordinance that protects our trees, an invaluable resource for the health of all, trees and us 
alike. 
 
Ed Zieserl 

 
  

 
Sent from my iPad 
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Comment, Public

From: Suzanne LaBelle 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2022 12:35 PM
To: Comment, Public
Cc: James Egan
Subject: In support of the proposed Tree preservation ordinance
Attachments: Tree letter.pdf; We sent you safe versions of your files

Mimecast Attachment Protection has deemed this file to be safe, but always exercise caution when opening files. 

Please consider our comments included in the attached letter at tonight’s Village Board Meeting.   
 
Suzanne LaBelle 
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Comment, Public

From: Danielle Mergner 
Sent: Wednesday, February 16, 2022 7:02 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Tree Preservation Ordinance

Dear Trustees: 
 
I listened to the presentation from the January 25th meeting and read through the materials available.  Though the goals 
of the Land Use Committee might be considered laudable, I believe the Land Use Committee has over‐complicated the 
issue.   
 
The proposed ordinance as written is" 
1. confusing; 
2. with complex rules and exceptions; 
3. creates a plethora of unnecessary additional expenditures,  
4. creates unintended consequences and new issues, and; 
5. unfairly impinges on the rights of property owners.  
 
Trustee Barrow states that regarding trees as a public benefit, "Wilmette is late to this; our neighbors have done this 
earlier and better."  Trustee Barrow also indicates that " trees are a defining element for what makes Wilmette a 
desirable community for new and existing homeowners". 
 
Consider also that Wilmette is an independent, self‐governing entity which sets its own standards, one of which has 
been a legacy of respecting property owner's rights.  This too makes Wilmette a desirable community for new and 
existing homeowners, as does our schools, beaches, park district amenities, proximity to the city, etc. 
 
The ordinance proposed is onerous, and goes beyond good governance and custodianship crossing over 
into bureaucracy. Mr. Barrows says the Committee has considered what's best for Wilmette (a matter of opinion), 
what's best for the trees and what he wants the Committee's legacy to be, which one might question why a Committee 
legacy is even a consideration.  What I did not hear is a consideration of the property owner's interests.  This omission is 
very telling despite Mr. Braiman's assurance that tree preservation policies were balanced against property 
owner rights. 
 
Consider taking a step back, regrouping, using a multi‐disciplined resident team ‐ arborists, attorneys, landowners, 
landscapers, builders, homeowners ‐ to identify‐‐using fact, not anecdote‐‐real concerns and all stakeholders, and then 
design a plan, which may or may not be an ordinance, but which balances all the interests.  Experts are great, but only 
residents are experts on Wilmette. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
Danielle Mergner 
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Comment, Public

From: William M Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, February 17, 2022 1:51 PM
To: Comment, Public
Subject: Upcoming vote on tree ordinance

I support a strong tree preservation ordinance. 
‐William Benjamin  

 



Tree Preservation
FEBRUARY 22, 2022

Attachment #6



Summary of Existing Regulations
◦Fee of $29 per removal of a healthy tree which is 10”+  
in diameter at breast height (DBH)

◦Permits are approved “over-the-counter”; there are no 
replacement requirements or considerations to preserve 
healthy trees

◦For demolition and new construction, the property must 
have 35% canopy coverage at completion of the project
◦For a standard lot one new shade tree would likely meet the 
canopy coverage requirement, no matter how many trees 
are removed as part of the project



Impacts of Existing Policy
◦ Feedback from residents who were concerned that large healthy 
trees were being removed without an appropriate process to 
identify preservation opportunities

◦ Data from the 2019 construction season found that large trees 
were being removed without sufficient replacements to restore the 
lost tree canopy
◦ 1,306” DBH of tree was removed and only 42” DBH replanted
◦ Net loss of 43 trees across 26 projects

◦ The Land Use Committee found there were not sufficient policies 
and procedures in place to discourage the removal of large, 
healthy trees



Goals of Tree Preservation Policy
◦Minimize the number of unnecessary removals
◦Determination has been made that the existing canopy 
coverage ordinance does not accomplish this goal

◦Ensure sufficient replacement requirements when 
trees are removed in order to maintain/grow the 
community’s tree canopy 
◦Focus on reforestation not revenue generation



Review Timeline
◦ October 21 – Land Use Committee

◦ Reviewed Wilmette specific tree data and policies
◦ Reviewed policies in similar communities
◦ Solicited public feedback (at all meetings)

◦ November 16 – Land Use Committee
◦ Determined preferred policy approach (inch-for-inch)

◦ December 15 – Land Use Committee
◦ Considered tree preservation policy details

◦ January 25 – Land Use Committee
◦ Finalized policy recommendations
◦ Held a public hearing regarding zoning amendments

◦ February 8 – Village Board
◦ Presentation of recommendations to the Village Board



Policy Considerations



Policy Considerations
On February 8, the Land Use Committee presented a revised tree preservation policy:

◦ Removal permits for trees 6”+ DBH (current permit is 10”+ DBH)
◦ Fee for healthy trees increases from $29 to $75
◦ Increase offsets the cost of review and onsite tree inspection

◦ Replacement trees or fees in lieu for the removal of healthy 10”+ DBH trees 
◦ Additional protections for certain native trees which are slow growing and provide environmental benefits 
◦ Heritage Trees (Oak & Hickory that are 10”+ or any tree 20”+ DBH)
◦ Zoning process for removal of healthy Heritage Trees in the required yards 

◦ Miscellaneous
◦ Neighbor notification prior to certain tree removals
◦ Tree surveys and protection plans as part of new construction
◦ Increased penalties for the removal of trees without a permit
◦ New zoning incentives to expedite variations when a tree can be preserved



Policy Considerations
The Village Board has identified the following items for 
further discussion on February 22:

◦Administrative zoning review
◦Neighbor notification & objection

◦Heritage Trees 
◦Removals in the required side yards
◦Fee structure 

◦Miscellaneous
◦Permit requirements, neighbor notifications, replanting 
requirements, Land Use Cmt. review of implementation



Administrative Zoning Review
Current proposal
◦Removal of Heritage Trees in the required yards is subject 
to administrative (expedited) zoning review
◦Process allows for a neighbor to object to a variation which 
staff has found meets the standards of review
◦Upon a neighbor objection, the application is denied at the 
staff level and the applicant can appeal to the ZBA

Alternate proposal
◦Provide neighbor notification at start of process and 
neighbor feedback would be a consideration in application 
review (neighbor objection would not deny the application)



Heritage Trees in the Side Yards
Current proposal
◦Removal of Heritage Trees in the required interior yards is 
subject to administrative zoning review

Alternate proposals
1. Allow for a 3 foot excavation area into the required side 

yards for narrower lots; trees outside this area would be 
subject to the administrative review process

2. Delay action on the interior side yards to collect data; 
consider a waiting period for tree removals during the 
data collection phase



Heritage Trees- Administrative Review 
Standards of Review/Hardship
A hardship or practical difficulty shall be assumed to be met if
the existing tree coverage makes it impossible and/or
impractical to construct a new principal structure, addition to an
existing principal structure or garage in a size and configuration
allowed by right on a lot of similar size. In order to prove that it is
impossible and/or impractical to construct a new principal
structure, addition to an existing principal structure or garage as
outlined above, the applicant must show that no reasonable
construction alternative is possible that would result in the
saving of the tree.



Heritage Trees- Zoning Approval
Staff Recommendation: Principal Structures vs. Recreation

◦ Administrative zoning process be limited to principal structures,
additions to an existing principal structure or a garage

◦ Accessory structures such as those intended for recreation
(swimming pools, ice rinks, etc.) should be subject to the
standard ZBA process

Existing standards of review and hardship criteria would apply as they do to any other 
variation (this allows for a broader analysis of the impact of the tree removal). 



Replacement Trees & Fees in Lieu

Protected Trees
Size of 

Tree Removed
Tree 

Replacements
Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement 

6 – 9” TBD in 2023 following data 
collection

10 – 12” 2 $1,000
13 – 16” 3 $1,500
17 – 19” 4 $2,000

• Fees do not apply to trees which are dead/dying/diseased/hazardous/invasive
• Fees may be reduced by the Village Forester based upon condition of the tree

Current proposal
Heritage Trees

Size of 
Tree Removed

Tree 
Replacements

Fee in Lieu of 
Replacement 

10 – 19”
(Oak & Hickory) Inch for Inch $175 per inch

20”+ Inch for Inch $175 per inch



Replacement Trees & Fees in Lieu
Fees in Lieu of Replacements in Nearby Communities

Heritage Trees
10” 

DBH
15” 

DBH
20” 
DBH

30” 
DBH

40” 
DBH

Winnetka 2,500 3,750 5,000 7,500 10,000
Northbrook 1,500 2,250 3,000 7,500 10,000
Lincolnshire 1,500 2,250 6,000 9,000 12,000
Highland
Park

1,350 1,350 1,350 2,400 2,400

Kenilworth 2,000 3,000 8,000 12,000 16,000
Median 1,500 2,250 5,000 7,500 10,000

Protected Trees
10” 

DBH
15” 
DBH

20” 
DBH

30” 
DBH

40” 
DBH

Winnetka 2,500 3,750 5,000 7,500 10,000
Northbrook 1,000 1,500 2,000 3,000 4,000
Lincolnshire 500 750 1,000 1,500 2,000
Highland
Park

600 600 600 600 600

Kenilworth 2,000 3,000 8,000 12,000 16,000
Median 1,000 1,500 2,000 3,000 4,000



Replacement Trees & Fees in Lieu

• *Fee is not per inch for Protected Trees under 20” (see slide 12)
• For Wilmette, Oaks and Hickories 10”+ and all trees 20”+ are proposed to be Heritage Trees

Alternate Proposal: $125/inch for Heritage Trees
Trees Requiring Replacement

Size of Tree 

Median 
Comp Fee 
(Protected)

Median 
Comp Fee 
(Heritage)

$175 fee per 
inch 

(Protected)

$175 fee per 
inch 

(Heritage)

$125 fee per 
inch 

(Protected)

$125 fee per 
inch 

(Heritage)
10” $1,000 $1,500 $1,000* $1,750 $1,000* $1,250
15” $1,500 $2,250 $1,500* $2,625 $1,500* $1,875
20” $2,000 $5,000 $3,500 $2,500
30” $3,000 $7,500 $5,250 $3,750
40” $4,000 $10,000 $7,000 $5,000



Miscellaneous
The Village Board has requested discussion of:
◦Requirement that a certified arborist submit permit application for 
removal of Heritage Trees or when two or more trees 10”+ are 
removed

◦Neighbor notification for multiple trees removals which total 20”+
◦Whether tree replacements should be required by the Village 
Forester rather than accepting fees in lieu for new construction

◦Whether to allow a property owner to plant replacement trees offsite
◦Moving the Land Use Committee’s review of policy implementation 
from October to January 2023



Next Steps –Tentative
Goal is to finalize policy before spring construction season (April)

◦ February 22
◦ Introduce ordinances amending the Village Code
◦ Village Board to direct staff to amend the ordinance based 
upon discussions

◦ March 8
◦ Adopt ordinances amending the Village Code
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